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"What makes you feel cer lain that it's going above 50
so soon?" asked Hale, curiou sly.
A TIP ON C. & D.
" I'll let you kn ow if you'll agree to pay me $200 in case
"The r eal pri ce of a stock is what~ rirnn ·who owns it can · you u ~e th e tip."
sell it for," said Arthur Hale to his fri end, Curtis Ashley,
"I'll do it. If the tip is worth anything at all to me
as the two boys stood in fr~nt of the Morgan Bank at the it's worth $200 ; but I am to be the judge of its value."
corner of Broad and Wall streets one bright Spring morn"Sure. Then it's a bargain?"
ing.
"It is. "
1
"But a stock is often forcerl clown below its normal value
"Your word is good enough for m e, and I know you
for speculative purposes," said Ashley. "Isn't it always have the money to make good, for you have made seve1al
_lucky deals on the market since you 've come to work in
worth its real price?"
"No, not in my opinion.
J maintain that a stock is Wall street. You must be worth a tlvrnsaml dollars.''
wnrth only what it will bring in a leg itim ate, recogn ized
"Yes, I'm worth all of th a t," admitted Hale, \ri th a q uiet
market-the Stock Bx change or th e Curb."
smile. "I think you have been in the Street a littlr longer
"Then you don'f believe that C. & D. is worth any more thQn me, but I infer that you're not worth a thou sand dolthan 42, which it is going at to-clay, notwith standing the Jars yet."
fact that until this \reek it has been quoted at above 50 for
"I'm hardly worth a thousand cents," replied his friem1,
gloomily .
a year or more?"
"I wouldn't give a quarter of a cent more tfor it if I
"Yet you live< with your folks, who are fairly 1rell-to-uo,
wanted a block of it."
while I have a. mother to help supporl."
"Not even i-f you had good reason to believe it would be
"'That's right," admitted Ashley. "Tha.t proves yo-u 'r2
1
up to 60 inside of ten _da.ys ?"
s·m arter than I am."
"That's a horse of a different color, Ashley. But as I
"Possibly I have grasped ancl made the most of 011porhaven't the slightest idea that C.
D. will be even a single tunities while you let them slide because your future i:;eem:;
point ·h igher t en days from now, why, in my estimation , to be more or less assured."
42 is the most it is worth to a purchaser ."
"I shouldn't wonder."
"Well, if I was as certain of getting a raise of wages as
"Well, what is this tip? I hope for both our sal~es i t.
I am that C. & D. will be above 50 again inside of ten is worth $200. I'm al ways r.eadv to tu.ke a c! Hmc: on the
days I'd blow myself to a new suit."
market when I feel sure of my ~round. 'l;'ip~' wor t- 1- any-
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"We' re getting on swimmingl y. When 1 go into business as a.n operator on my own account she's coming with
me as my confi.denlial s tenogra.p hcr and booklrneper."
"When you go into business for yourself, eh?" ~huckled
Ashley. "Aren't you counting your chicken s some distan ce·
ahead?"
"Maybe so and maybe not."
"How long haYe you been wi h Mr. Rhoades ?"
"Two years and eight months."
"I' m been three years with D arby & Sloan. Mr. D arby
is an olcl crank. b11t lie\; tl1 e biggest part of the firm, so we
have to mind our P's and Q's with him."
"So I've heard you say before. You've . been on the poin t
of leaving him a dozen limes."
" I know I have, but I'm still carrying messages fo r him.
Well, I've got to get back to the office. I hope you make
a p:oocl thing out of C. & D. So l ong. "
ARh ley tmnecl down Wall str eet and Hale continued
a long Broad.
Arthur Hale was a gooc1-looking, well-built lad of
eighteen years, with an alert look that showed h e was al"That's a regular Wall street game, though not always wavs wicle awake.
'
He lived with his mother and sister Alice in a. modest fl.at .
worked with su cces~, " said Arth1;r H ale.
"Yestrnlay!' continu ed Ashlry, " 1 went into a Broad on an uptown sicle street.
His father, who had been a µ Hot on the Fall River line
str eet cafe to get a drink."
"I wasn't a1rare before that rnu imbibed," chuckled Hale. of steamboats, had been clrad nearly tnree years .
."Oh, you get out! You know I meant water."
His sister was empJm·ed 11s stenographe1~ ancl general as"' Well, go on."
si8tant in a lawyer's office on lower Broadwav.
Roth tumed .the ffrr::ite.,. rart of their wages in to their
" I g-ot th e clrink and went into the washroom to rinse my
. h an ds. While j w~; s ll rnr e Harwood and ;m other man came mothrr ever:v pav cl av.
l\ rtlrnr, however, l111d rrrn.m1.!2"ed to accumulate quite a
to the door, but cli Ll not enter at on ce. l hcarll Ha1..wood
say : "fou won't make a mistake, Sam , if you load up to fund of his own by fortunate little ventures on the stock
your limit with C'. & D. It ha.s r encherl rock bottom and market.
will be up to GO in side o f ten clays.' ' How do you know?'
H0 p-ot his i::tart six montl1s before through finding a
asked 1.he other man . 'Don't you worry about how I kno·w, pocket book on the street with $200 in it.
but take my word for it,' sail! Harwood. 'And r emember
1'1iere was no due to its owner, bnt he held it intact for
this is on the strict Q.T., Sam. I'm letting you in on this some time on the chance that it nright be advertised for.
becau~e yon're my brother-in-law, and because vou've been
At the end of three months h e saw a ch ance of making
a good friend to me in different ways. Buy C. & D. at. a haul hv investing in a certain stock, then !l1ling at 60,
onre to the extent of yo ur pile on a t e11 per cerit. margin wh ich he was told was clue for a rise.
from some ;;oocl honse--Oolby's, for instance--ancl I'll tip
He bought 80 shares on the u sll:al margin, the stock went
you off wh en to sell. You've got about as sure a thing as to 80 and he made $600.
He gave his mother a hunclred of his winnings, and put
is to be fou n d in Wall street, so don't let it get bv you.'
Harwood then came into the washroom alone, and I walked the amou nt he l1ad taken from the pocket book back again.
out. Isn't thnt tip worth $200 ?"
Two months later he picked up another pointer on a
"·It looks , pretty gDocl, Ashley. If I use it, an d don't stock, and bought JOO Rha.r7s at 68.
get nippeJ, I 'll give you the $ 200 all right, you can depend
He was 'orhmate again , for the stock went to 80 and a
fr action :md he clean"d ~1 , 500 on the deal.
on that."
"I'm riot af n1 ~cl to trust you, Art. If everybody was as
He• was now worth $2,200, including the $200 in the
hon est as f'l·e found yon to QC I gu ess half of our police porket book.
courts would go out of business."
"That's a lucky $200,~ he said to himself more than .
'' Than /js, old chap, ~·on 'rc quite complimentary. By the once. "If I hadn't found it T'd still be as poor a.s Job's
way, how are you and L ulu Delmay getting on?"
turkey.
So far it has made $2,100 for me altogether.
"Lulu and I ar e as thick as hops," grinned Ashley. "I've l\Iaybe it'll yet be the means of making me a rich man."
been taking her to the Bridge almost every afternoon, when
As he walked clown Broad street toward the King Buildshe gets off early. How abui1t yourself and Ek3ie Wil-1 ing, where he was bound, he turned Ashley's tip over an~
Iiams?"
o·ver in his mind.
thing are pretty hard to pick
When a fellow gets on
to a pointer himself, he knows where he is at, but it's more
or less dangerous to rely on ~~r:otlier fellow's tips."
"I can gliarantee tha l lbs it! a good one," said Ashley.
"Will you guarantee that 1 won't lose money o.n it?"
nsked Hale, with a smile.
· " I would, if my guarnntee was worth anything."
"You are frank as \\"ell as fair," laughed his friend.
" It wouldn't do me any good to be otherwise."
"That's right. I'm waiting for your pointer."
"About a year ago-"
"A year ago! You're going back a long way."
"Don't interrupt. me, pl eaRe. Abont a year ago I got on
to the fact that Harwood , "·hose office is at No. - Wall
sheet, was hand-iU:-glove with a clique of moneyed operators whose chief business seems to be to select some good
stock, bear it till it r eaches a point as low as it can be
forced to, then buy in every share of it in sight and by a
bull movemen t force it up as high as it c(ln be made to go,
at which figure they quietly sell out an¢[ divide the pr ofits
of the deal."

.
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The more he thought about it the better it looked to him. r The next employee to appear was Miss Elsie Williams,
He knew he could depend on the ac9uracy of his friend's , the stenographer, a very pretty young girl, with a chic air,
report of the conversation he had accidentally overheard . Ianc1 tastefully attired.
·
It was clear to his mind that if Broker H arwood advised I She and Arthur were warm friends-in fact the yonng
his brother-in-law to invest al.l his funds in C. & D. on a rncs~enger thought there wasn't anot~er girl in the world
margin, it wa ~ a good speculation.
qui te-so nice unless it was his sister.
"I might just as well get in on the ground floor with the
_'r o matter how deeply he might be absorbed in tlie news
I've money of th e <lay, he rl:ever failed to note her arrival.
insiders when th~ chance comes my way.
"Good morning, Elsie," he said, dropping the paper.
enough to get 500 shares at the present ruling price. I
guess Harwood didn't make any mistake when he said the "You look as fresh as a <\aisy."
·
stock was now· selling at bedrock figures, for it hasn't been
"Thank you, Arthur. That is quite a complimen t," sh.e
so low in a couple of years. In any case, I can't very well replied, smilingly.
lose anything by loading up with this stock, since the -mar- ' "Well, I'm not saying more th an the truth, am I?"
, ket is bound to carry it up any way sooner or later."
She sho ok her finger at him playfully and walked toward
By the time he left the office for h0me that afternoon, the counting-room door.
which he did earlier than usual, for business was slack in
"Hold o; a minute," he said. "I've got something for
the brokers' offices just then, he had fully made up his mind you," and he held up a bun ch of violets.
to go into the deal.
"Aren't you good!" she exclaimed, cdming over and takH e got *2,100 of his money, and . taking it to a small ing them from him. "I c1o love viol ets."
bank in Nassau street, where he had put thron gh his other ' "I know you do, that's why I got them for you. I wish
transactions in stocks, he ordered the marRin clerk to pur- I was a violet."
chase for his acconnt 500 shares of C. & D. at 42.
"You wish you were a violet?"
With a memora.n dum.,of this deal in his pocket he con"Sure, then you'J love me, wouldn't you?" said Arthur,
tinued on np home in good spirits, for he knew that every la.u ghing.
"You si11y boy !" she cried, with a rosy blush, dartin g for
point the stock advanced meant nearly $500 to his credit
at the bank.
the door.
That the shares might continue to go down instead of
" $he's a fine girl, all right," thought Arthur, looking
advancing did not seem to occur to him.
after her. "And as smart as cha.in lightning. I think a
He looked only on the hright side of the picture, and was whole lot of hel'."
proportionately happy.
H e took up his paper again and was soon deepl y interested in the pre~ious day's quotations of the Skick Exchange.
·
A few minutes later the cashier, Mr. Howard, came in,
CHAPTER II.
and not very long afterward, Mr. Rhoades appeared.
The messenger dropped hi s newspaper and hurried into
THE MESSENGER AND THE STENOGRAPHER.
the private room after hi s employer to assist him off with
his overcoat, wh ich he hung 0n a peg at one end of the room,
Arthur Hale was always the first one at the office in the
1\fr. Rhoa<les thr~w his soft hat on top o~ his desk, which
morning.
he nn locked.
He carried a.key and it was his duty to open up.
Then throwiJlg open the roll top, he took up the bunch
On the· floor just inside the door he was sure to find a of letters and looked them over.
bunch of mail matter pushed through a slit in the door,
He handed Arthur three to deliver in the counting-room.
made for that purpose, by the letter carrier on his first
One of them was addressed in a male hand to Miss Wilround.
•
Iiams.
On the morning following his investment in C. & D.,
"Now I wonder who that's from?" the boy asked himArthur reached the office at his usual time.
self as he crossed the r eception-room. "I hope she hasn't ·
Openil)g the door, he gathered up the letters and papers got a beau," he added, with a jealous twinge. "If she has
and after sorting them into two bunches, laid the~ on his it will break me all up . It's postmarked with the Produce
employer's desk in his private office.
Exchange station stamp. If I thought she was correspondThen he took his customary seat beside a window over- ing with Algernon Sidney I'd go around to where he works
looking Wall street, and taking 'the plOrning paper from and pun ch hi s head. Th at elude makes me weary."
his pocket, started in to finish reading the news.
·1H e han<led one of th e letters to the cashier, the second to
The three clerks employed by Henry Rhoad es came in one of the cle'rks, ancl ~h en dropped the other on the typepresently and went to their duties in the counting-room, writer's tab le.
"\\'ho's your correspondent, Elsie ?" he asked with a
which was divided from the waitino--room by a tall, closelywoven brass railing, with an arched opening at one place . weak smile.
beside the cashier and head bookkeeper's desk.
She took up the letter and looked at it.

•
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She didn't recogni ze the writing, but t he spirit of mischi ef induced her lo tease ~rtlrnr.
"Aren't you too inquisitive for anything? How do you
know but this is from my best fel low?"
"I don't k11o'r. l didn·t know you hacl one. If you
have, why, of co urse--"
"Well ?''. id1e ::;ai d, archly. "Why don'L you finish?"
"Oh, it doesn't rnalter," he replied, slqrting off.
"I reall y beli eve you 're jealous,'' she laughed, catching
him 1by the ~leeve of his j acket .
"What would l be jealous about?''
"This letter, o(course."
"Don' t you believe it."
"But you look awfully provoked. Wait till I open it
and see who it's from."
"Don't you know who it's from ?"
"How should I until I open it?"
'' 'l'he handwriting ought to be familiar to you."
" I never s.aw it before."·
"Didn't you ?" he replied, brightenin g 11p.
"Never,'' as she took up her pen knife and slit the en1elope.
The m closure appeared to be scentecl .
It began "Dear Miss William s," and cnfl ed "Yours very
si ncerely, Algernon Sidney."
"Well , if he hasn't a nerve to write to me!"
"Who?"
·"Mr. Sid1rny."
"Maybe you've been flirting with him," .growled Arthnr.
"· ~fe flirting with him! Well, 1 like that. Ju st as if
I would," indiguantly.
" ' i'h:v don't you read hii; letter, or are you waiting for
me to "kip out ?"
Nhe glanced oYer it and the1; handed it to Arthur.
" I think he's preth cheeky," she sa id.
Arthur looked the letter over.
'J'his is what he read:
"Dear. ~ li ss Williams :--Rxeu;;:e me for la ki ng 1hr liJr r ty
of wri ting to you, but 11pon m y honor T cil n't help it. You
are the ni cest y0ung lady it has been mv l!norl fnrtnne fo
meet since I ca.me from the other side, and I can't help
telling you so. I shoul<l be g-lad to know yon better. an<l
would take it as a great favo r if ~rou would do me t 11e honor
of permitting me to call on You at yonr home. :\'fv fami ly
is one of the best in Derbyshire, England. and cla 'e~ ba ck
· to the time of William the Conqueror. I h:t ve two veryr
charming sister s, ancl vou put me very mu ch in mind of
them. I flon 't e1rc> mueh for American virls, bi1 t V'lH arr
an exception. I take great pleasur e in sending you a boqnet
by special messenger. I am sony that I do not know your
favorite flowers; but I think beauty roses are very appropriate in your case. My address is Room - 1 Produce Exchange Building.
"Yours very sincerely,
"ALGERNON SIDNEY."

,
"You ought to feel highly honored to receive such a

c-om11rnnicntion, 2\1iss Williams," said Arthur, mockingly,
as he returned the letter to lier.
" \\'el I, l'rn not-so there ! '' she replie<l , emphatically.
"He seems to be quite .srn ii.ten with you. 1 hope you
won' t break his heart by refusing hi s mod est request to be
permittell to visit you at your hom e. Maybe he's thinking
of laying his heart at your feet, and carry ing you off to
l>loorning Engfond to grace his ancienf family roof-tree in
Derbyshire."
"Aren't you awfully funn y, Arthur Hale," replied Elsie,
with a cha.r rning frown . " If you thought I '\'a>i going to
accc>pt Mr. Sidney's attentions you'd be the first one to
object."
"I, Miss Williams?"
"Yes, you, Mister Hale. Why, when you laid that letter
on my table you looked mad enough to so1p· a lJUart of
milk."
" Well, I do~'t like to see men writing to you ," he ulurted
ou t.
;
.
" The idea ! ,Just as if you had anything to say abo11t
that," ~he answered, with a sly glance into hi;; face:
" I d011't like you to have secrets from me. I haven't any
from you."
"Haven't ~rou ?"roguishly.
'' Onl~' on e, anrl maybe I'll tell you what it'i s some day."
" Oh, tell me now. If there is anything I love to hear
it's a secret."
"You girls are too curious. I'll tell you something else,
however."
" What is it ?"
" I've got into ui'e market again."
"You haven't,'' she replied, incredulously.
" I have. Bought 500 shares of C. & D."
"When did you buy it?"
"Yesterday afternoon after I left th e office. The margin took $2,100. I've got just $100 left."
" I hope you're not going to lose your money this time,'1
+0 sa id , ;;:eriously. "I'm afraid you've got the Wall street
fen"r bnn. Winning on "those other two deals has turned
w 1nr lwacl. I'm thinking, and given you the idea that you
\rill be lu cJ...7 every time. That's what sends so muny speculators to the poorhouse."
"I'll bet it won't send me to the poorhouse."
"Don'j: be too sure of that," she answered, warningly.
"I'm going to win this time. at any ra.te."
"How do you know you are?' You've taken a hand in
the greatest game of chance in the world-a lottery where
th ere ar~ !'O few prizes that you have to carry a telescope
to Fee them. "
"I won't deny that; but I'm working on a tip."
"Where did you get it?"
"From my friend, Curtis Ashley."
"And you're risking all your money on the strength of
what he says? I never thought you were so reckless. I ' m
surprised at you."
"Well, I'll bet you a pound of your favorite candy that
I win."

w
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"No: The chances are that you'll lose and then you
won' t be able to pay your bet."
"Yes I will. I have a hundred cases left."
"I won't bet."
"~hen I'll present you with a two-pound box of candy
if I come out ahead. You may expect the candy in.side of
two weeks." .
"I'd rather know that you saved 'your money than get
the candy."
,
"I'm glad to see that you're interested in me."
At that moment the cashier called"to him.
"There's a messenger in the waiting-room, Hale. See
what he wants."
Arthur found a D. T. boy there with a packtlge and a
covered bouquet of beauty roses.
"These are for Miss Elsie Williams," said the youth.
"Sign the paper."
''Wait a moment,'' replied Arthur, " I )ll tell her to come
out."
"There's a messenger outside i;o see you," he said, with
a smothered grin.
"To see me?"
"Yes. Don't keep him waiting, please."
Elsie came into the reception-room, where there were
several customers around the indicator.
"Are you Miss Williams ?" asked the boy.
"Yes."
"These are for you, then."
· "Who are they from?" asked the girl, with a strong suspicion as to the sender.
"Dunno, miss. Was told to bring 'em here and give
them to you."
She looked at the address on the box and saw in a corner
the words: "From Algernon Sidney."
That settled it.
"Take them ha.ck," she said, almost sharply. "I won't
accept them."
"Alhight, miss. Please sign the paper."
She did and th en walked back into the counting-room
with an angry look on her pretty fa ce, while Arthur; from
'bis chair, watched her with a satisfied chuckle.

CHAPTER III.
THE REf.lULT OF THE DEAT. IN

c.

& D.

,

At that moment Mr. Rhoad es rang fo r his messenger and
Arthur went in to see what he wanted.
"·Take this letter over to Darby & Sloan.
See Mr.
Darby. There probably wjll be an answer. If I'm not
here fctc]:l it over to the Exchange."
"Yes, sir," and Arthur got his hat and depa.r ted on his
errand.
Darby & Sloan's office wa s in· a huilding on the other
siae of the street, and it didn't take Ha~.e long to go there.

5

His friend Ashley was carrying a bundle of securities
across the room when Arthur walked in.
"Hello, Art," he said, pausing a moment. 1' I s'pose you
want to see Mr. Darby. Sloan has just gone to the Exchange."
" That's right."
"Wait a moment till I hand these to the cashier and
then I'll announce you."
In a moment or two Ashley returned and told the senior
partner that Mr. Rhoades' messenger wanted to see him.
"Send him in," growl ed Mr. Darby, who ~as in a bad
humor that morning.
"Go in," . said Ashley to Arthµr.
"He's got a fierce
grouch on thi s morning."
" Has he? Well, that's nothing to me. [' m glad he •
isn't my boss.''
Hale went in and handed the letter o Mr. Darby.
The broker g lared at him with a kind oj' qui et ferocity
as he took it.
He tore the envelope or-en a nd .read it .
Then he crunched it in . hi s fingers and tossed it into
the waste basket.
"What are you ~aiting for ?" he roared at Arthur.
"An answer, if there's one."
"Get out."
"Then there isn't any reply, sir ?"
"Get out."
"All right, sir. You needn' t yell at me. I ean hear
all right."
He left the room as soon as he could.
"Say, Ashley, is he often taken this way?'"
Mr. Darby's bell rang violently.
"I can't talk now. Don't you hear his bell?" said Ashley, hustling to answer the summons.
"I'd be pretty deaf if I didn't hear it," said Arthur, who
immediately left the office.
Mr. Rhoades was coming out of his office on the way
to the Exchange when Arthur came up and tapped him on
the arm.
"There was no answer tci your note, sir," he said, respectfully.
"All right," the broker replied, walking off.
•<\.rthur went back to the office and when he got a chance
he'looked to see if there was anything doing.in 0. & D.
:ij:e found two transactions recorded on the tape.
o'ne was 500 shares at 42, which he guessed was the
bank's purchase fo.r his account; the other was a block of
6,000 shares at 42-k.
"I'll bet that went to the syndicate," he said, as he took
his seat by the window.
When he looked at the ticker again there were more sales
of 0. & D. recorded, some at 42l
"That looks like busin ess," he mused. "I hope it will
keep on going up.''
,He had only a couple of errands to execute before one
o'clock, then he went to his favorite quick-l.uncn house for
the customary sandwich, piece of pie and cup of coffee.
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Coming out he ran against Ashley going in.
" Hello, been having your grub?" asked his friend.
"That's what I have. I see you're going after yours."
"That's right. A fellow has got to eat, you know. Done
anything about C. & .D. yet?"
"Yes. I went my pile on it yesterday afternoon."
"Then you're a sure winner, you can take my word for
it."
·
•
"I hope so."
"So do I , for I'm looking for that $200," chuckled Ashley.
"What will you do with so muoh money all at once?"·
"Don't you worry. I can use it."
"I'm sorry I haven't got it to give you now, for you could
• buy forty shares of C. & D. and make a stake yourself."
"That's right. But I never have any luck."
"Yon don't? Why, didn't you get the tip? That's
about as lucky a thing as colild have happened to you in
W'111 street."
n didn't think bf that. Still, what good was it to me ?
I conlcln't use it. I was fortunate in being able to sell it
to you for $200."
"Tell mu what I'll do. I've got $HJ'O left. I'll let you
have that. You can buy twenty shares with it, anyhow,
anJ half a loaf-is better th an no bread at all. "
"You're a trump, Art. When can you give it to me ?"
"'rhis afternoon. I 'll meet you outside the office at halfpll.Bt three. That will give you time enough to get around
to the bank on Nassau street, where you can put the deal
through."
"All right. I 'll be on hand, bet your boots."
Ashley entered the lunch-house ancl Arthur returned to
the office.
•
When the Exchange closed that day C. & D. was quoted
~4~.

"Nearly $18 a share. Multiply tl1at by iiOO a:1d the result will tell you what my expectations are."
"That's $D,000."
" I might hold on for an even $10,000."
"And you might get singed on the deal."
"Well, do·n 't let ns look on the dark side of the pi cture.
I never do if I can help it."
That ended the conversation, and Arthur went home.
During the next three d;;i.ys, C. & D. gradually went up
to H~, which was the price it closed at on Saturday noe>}1.
On Monday there' was a general stiffening of the market, and C. & D. rose to 47, and next clay it went to 50 and
began to attract some attention.
Arthur was in great glee over the outlook and every time
during the next few clays that C. ·& D. advanced a point he
found some excuse to go inside and tell Elsie.
On Friday when the Exchange opened, 0. & D. was
quoted at 55.
The brokers n ow seemed on to the fact that there was
a boom on in the stock, and bidding for shares became
lively.
The result was it went up to 62 by three o?c1ock.
Arthur decided that he wouldn't hold on anv longer, anc1
that afternoon gave orders at the bank to sell his shares at
the market' in the morning.
•
As the stock opened at 62~, the young messenger got a
little .more than be h ad figured on.
Wh en he got his st_atemel'.t and . accompanying check he
founcl that he had made a few dollars over $10,000, a.nd that li e was now worth all told, $12,000.
That afternoon Elsie got her candy, and he took $500
home and handed it to his surprised mother. with the offhancl remark that he had made another lucky deal in the
stock market.
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At that figure Ashley bought the twenty shares after he
met Hale and received the $100 from him.

Next day 0. & D. was quite aot:ive on the Rxchange, many
tlwus:md shares changing hand s, and the price went to 43.
Arthur told Elsie just before he went home that he was
about $500 ahead on his deal.
· "I'm glad to hear it," she replied. "I hope you'll make
a ·[housand."
,
"Make a th9usand !" he exclaimed. "If T don't m'ake
:Gw thou sand I'll be greatly disappointed."
"You don't mean to say you expect to make as much as
that ?J' she said, in some surprise.
':I rlo mean to say it. When a fellow juggles with the
market, he wants to win something worth while."
"The people who are greedy are the ones who frequently
come out at the small end of a deal."
"I don't intend to look for the last dollar; but if this
clique can't boom C. & D. over ten points, it's mighty funny. Why, the stock has been selling at oveT 50 for a yea.r
or more until lately, and I'm satisfied it was forced down
to 42 by he pool. I expect to see it p:o to 60 anyway."
''And if it does, what will you make?"

'·Do
me fin

CHAPTER IV.
' HALE AND HTS FRIEND ASHT,EY GO INTO A. & P.

a

"How much did you make, Art'" a"ked Ashley, whoo.
Arthur handed him the other $100.
"That's one of the things I never give awa.y," replied
Hale, with a knowing look.
"Well, I don't care. I made $400 out of tlrnt $100 you
let me have, so I'm satisfied. I'm worth $600 now, and
fef'l like a capitalist."
''H'Olcl · on to if, then. Maybe I'll catch on to a tip
some day and I'll let you in on it wjthout charge."
"I wish you'c1 run across one soon. I'm just itching to
make a thousand out of my six. hundred."
"Don't you try it on unless you have next door to a sure
thi11g. It would make you feel pretty sore to lose what
you've just made."
"Bet your life it would. That $600 looks mighty big to
me."
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JUGGLING WITH THE i\lAJCLL i-.
'·Don' t you put it up ·on stocks again without you see
me first."
• Ashley promised that he wouldn't.
That nit;ht the two boys ":ent to a show in Harlem at
Arthur's expense, and had an oyster supper afterward .
.Next da:y about noon, when Arthur was carrying a message to the Edison Building, he felt a tap on his shoulder
and turning ·round, found himself face to face with the
young Englishman, Algermm Sidney.
S.idney had been much disappointed by the return of his
roses and box of candy by J\Iiss Williams, ancl had written
her another letter expressing the shock his feelings hacl sus· tained in consequence.
His club.es at his office in i.hc Produce Exchange prevented hii:n from getting a chance to see Elsie personally
as soon as he wished, so when he saw Arthur, as he was
on his way to lunch, it occurred to him to sencl a message
to his charmer by the boy.
"Glad to see you, Hale, don't you lmow," he said in a
friendly way, feJr he had an axe to grind.
"W11at can I do for you, Mr. Sidney?" asked Arthur.
"I suppose you wouldn't mind earning a shilling, woulcl
you?"
"A what?" asked the young messenger, rather taken back
by the cool proposition.
"I mean a ql1arter, don't you know. I haven't quite got
used to your American ways yet. It takes a chap some
time, you know. I want you to take a note from me to
~tJ:iss Williams, .of your office. Charming girl, upon my
word. Wish she was English, though. Ever so much better if she was. You take the note for me, that's a good
fellow, and if you fetch me an answer I'll stand half a
crown, I mean dollar, don't you know."
"Thanks, Mr. Sidney, for your liberality, but I don't
carry notes for any one but Mr. Rhoades.
You'd better
hire an A. D._T. messenger. There's an office just across
the street. · Good rlay," and Arthur passecl <;HJ..
"Upon me word, that chap is deuced independent for a
common messenger lad," muttered Algernon. Sidney, with
a look of disgust. "He might have taken that note for
me and earned a quarter without the least bit of trouble,
you know. I suppose I'll have to send it by a public messenger, and stand the chance of her returning it to me unopened.
It's awfully annoying, don~t you know, to be
turned down by an office boy who doesn't seem to know his
place."
Thus speaking, Algernon Sidney walked into the quicklunch house and mounting a stool, called for what his finances would stand.
Arthur, as he .walhd toward the Edison Building, felt
that it would afford him a consinerable amount of plPasure
to kick )fr. Sidney for his nerve in proposing to him to
carry a message io Elsie.
He lookecl upon the proffered quarter tip as adding insult to injury, and he decided that if the Englishman clidn't
'luit bothering the office stenographer with his undesirable
attentions there would be somethjng do·i ng pretty soon.
I

When he got back to ihe office he told Elsie about the incident.
"I never saw such a persistent man," she replied, h ardly
knowing whether to be angry or amused. "Why, I barely
know him. IIIy friend Miss Yates is stenograjher for hi.;
employer. I clroppetl in one day during lunch hour to see
her. He was talking to her at ihe time, and she introcl uceJ
me to him. Two days afterwarcl he brought a aessage to
me from her. An excnse no cloubt to see me again. I clo
wish he'd quit sencling me notes. I'll send the next back
unopened."
She kept her word when a .little later on an A. D. T.
boy came with a letter from her new admirer, ancl as a consequence Algernon Sidney was in a bad humor the rest of
the dav after it was returned io him.
A f~w clays afterwad Arthur met Ashley on the street
and they stopped to tnlk.
"Have vou noticed the rise in M. & N. ?"asked the hl.tter.
"Yes. . I see it has gone up severa.l points m the last
day or two."
"Do you think there's anything in it?"
•
"How can I tell?"
"I thought m~ybe some syndicate was booming it."
"It isn't impossible. You aren't thinking of putting any
of your money into it, are you?"
""\Yell, I was thinking of it; but you know I promised not
to make any investment till I had a talk with you."
"That's rio-ht
and rnv.., advice to Jvou is to keep clear of
0
'
M. & N. on general principles. It's pure guesswork as
to whether it will go any higher. The chances are if you
guessed it woulcl, and backed your opinion with money,
you'd hit it wrong. Yon know that a lot of people come
down here with bright hopes and a wacl of money. They
come into your office, o,r mine, or some other broker's, anrl
proceed to guess how the market will be. In a couple of
weeks they arc eating snowballs.':
·
"Some of the experienced brokers miss their guesses occasionaily, too," said Ashley.
"Why wo11ldn't they? Calculations in Wall Street are
generally based on future prospects, and after the future
has been calculated, unexpected changes often happen. It
is only- ihe people with big money who are engineering a
deal who stand an even show or better of winning i:ight
·along.".
Only for his talk with Arthur, Ashley woulcl have gone
into M:. & N. on the strength of its recent rise.
On the day following the foregoing conversation, the
stock took an unexpected downward. turn and Ashley saw
that had he bought the shares he contemplated buying, he
would have lost two-thirCls of his money.
"Art hns a pretty long bead," he said to himself. "'Why,
l\L & N. looked to rne like a :rnre winner, ancl it turned out
to be nothing but hot air. I'm just $400 in by keeping o~t
of it. After that I don't think I shall have confidence in
an:v stock I see going up. I'll be looking to see it go the
other way any moment. AfteT all, thei-e's nothing like having a good tip to work upon. · Then a fellow has some

•
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to win, provit;ea he knows when to sell out so as to

mi~s the decline."

.

CHAPTfilR V.

H wa s abo ut this time that Arthur saw a paragraph in a
ARTHUR MAKES~ BIG HAUL ,A.ND TELLS ELSIE A SEC llET.
fin ancial paper to th e effect that ~ certain railroad was
goin~(to comuine with the A. & P. road.
It was soon evident tkat boys had made no m i ~take in
Soon aJ'terwaTd '\\'I en he carried a note to a broker's office
in the Van:lerpool Bui lding in E xchange place, he heanl going into A. & P.
The rumors that the consolidation in question ha<l been,
three brokers talking toge ther about the proba.bility. of the
deal going through.
or was soon about to be, etfect ed,ebecame more persistent.
All the papl'l·s, too, had something to ~ay about it, pointOne of the brokers asserted that such an arrangement
out how su6h an arrangement would add to the profits
ing
would be of great advantage to the A. & P., and was bound
A. & P . road , while at the 8arne time it would guaranthe
ol'
to cau~c the sliarqs to advance in the market.
per cent. dividend to the share'holders of the other
five
a
tee
Arthur im med iately got interested in A. & P ., and kept
railroad.
hia cars wi l!e open to catch on to . any more nel\is bearing
Brohrs began to make purchases of A. & P . sh ar es, and
on the :::u hjed.
orders also came in from the outside public, with the
some
ll l~ Hd 1\ shlcy to keep on the lookout also.
"For if there's anything in it, we want to ma.ke a little result that the stock was pres,ently selling at 95, with a
h:.! 11! 1rith the other fortunate ones," he said, with a wag strong u pwarcl tendency.
'J'he shares of A. & P. stock, which Arthur an d his friend
of ;l:c l1ca d.
1rrre now flSstucd Harwood wa s booming • for his pool
'l'fu~e days later \rhcn Ashley saw Arthur again he. told
traclc·rs, soon went up to 99, and the Street was excited over
him that Br_oker Hanrnod was buying big blocks of A. &
the rise.
P. on the q uict.
Brokers fell over themselves in their eagerness to get
"How do yon know ' that?'' asked Arthur.
blocks of the stock, for though the consolidation had n ot
" \rcll, he was in 01;r offic.:e this morning looking for some
yet been announ ced .as a fa ct , they juclged that those on the
of the stock, and ~ found out th at l\Ir. Darby had sold him
in si(lc wer e, and had been for some time back, buying it
10,000 sh ares th at he hat1 on hancl. "
np fol' the profit that 1roulrl be in it after the news got out.
"Do you think he's buying for that F<vndicate of opera"We're right in it once more, " chuckled Ashiey to Arth ur.
tors that he's with?"
"I wi sh I had 100 shares at least."
"I do, though of course I don't know for certain ,"
"I'll loan you enoPg h to buy the 40 shares you lack if
" \ \'e must try and find out if we can. Tf he really is
you want to pay 100 for it-."
buying for a pool he will no doubt begin to bid for the
"Will you, Art? You 're a brick. How high do you
stock i11 ! he Exchan ge as soon i:s he ha ~ picked up all he
think it may go?"
can get on the quiet. When you go to ii ·e Exchange with
"It ought to be good for 110."
a message to ~Ir. Sloan, watch th e A. & P. standard. I will
"Then that will give me the chance of n)aking $400
do the same, though l don't go t here a:; often as you do."
more."
"I'll do it," r('pl icd A~h le.I'.
"That's ri ght."
He kept his wcml and bro cb1y:> l;1 Lrr rr portetl to rthnr
He met i\t;hley an hour later and handed h im $400,
that Harwood wa~ buying all the .\ . & P. he could get hold which his fri e-nd immediately put up 011 the 40 additional
oi.
sh ares.
Two da.ys later A. & P. was up to 106.
"You are ~ urc of that, are you'.'" >1 ~ k ed Hale.
· IIy announ ced , an d th e
"Positive."
Then the conso l ir1ati on was offi cia
""rhen I guess \\'e wil l make no mi stake in bu~·ing the ;~l'ii·~ sent the stock booming up to 112 in a fe.w hours.
" How long had we better hold on?" asked Ashley that
stock our,;elves. There ham iJC(' ll scvcra 1 more pnragraphs
in the pnpcrs about· the co n~o lida iiun. t11konfir n1l''l of . :i.fl crnoon . •
''T'm seriously thinking abont sell ing out now. I see
course, and I heard l\[r. Rhoad es !alki11g :tb')t1t th e ;nattt r
Th ey are both watch in er th e nc 1r]v !ji20,000 profit in it for me."
with a prominent broker.
" Twenty thousand dollara !" exclaim~d Ashley. "Good
stock, no doubt on thf! al ert to jump in th e mo 111ent i:Jicv
feel the ground sure under them . I also notice that A. & grncions ! Thrn yon have 1,000 shares?"
" I havr . . I didn't mean to tell vvou how •much I have, but
P. has gone up a point and a half sin ce you told me H <ll'·
it slipped out. I like to keep m.v bu iness to myself. It's
wood purchased those shares of vour firm."
t he best poli cy. But since I've let the cat out of the bag,
· "When are you going to buy? Right all'ay ?"
"Yes. We might as well get in on the ground fl<1or while of comse I expect you to keep as mum about 'the matter
'
' ft bou t 1•t"
:' S an oyster."
.
\\'ere
"I \\'On't say a word 1 Art. You can depend op me. I'm
That afternoon Arthur purcha sed 1,000 shares of A. &
P. at 9~, and Ashley bought 60 shares, which was all he i ~·l rd on the whole that vou're doing- so well. Only for you
i I shouldn't be worth what I am. Besides you have t reated
cot1ld put tlp the I'n argin on.
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me first class, .lending me the money to buy those extra 40
shares. I'm nearly $500 ahead on them alone."
,
"That's all right, Ashley. I'm gla.d to put you in the
way of making a haul, too. I think we'd better hand in our
order to sell on our way home. The bank is still openthat is, the brokerage department is. A. & P. will open
above 112 in the morning, as sure as you live, for everyone
is crazy over it. But these people who are buying at topnotch prices are going t~ get caught inside of a week, for
I don't believe the shares will stay up when the insiders
have unloaded. Just at present the stock seems to be scarce,
that's why it keeps on rising, but no one can tell when blocks
of it wjll COIJle out. When that happens it will probably
fall to around par."
·
Accordingly, the boys went to the bank and'ordered their
holdings disposed of at the prevailing figure next morning.
They got 112i. ·
Arthur cleared $20,200 and Ashley made $1,600.
That .made the former worth $31,700 and the latter,
$2,200.
.
Arthur ga.ve his mother $500, his sister $100, and spent
$100 on himself.
Two days later A. & P. began to decline, an,d finally came
to a rest a.t 102.
Of course Arthur confided the news of his latest success
to Elsie.
"W~y, you never told me you had g-one into the market
again," she replied, surprised at the intelligence.
"I know I didn't. I kept it quiet in order to surprise
• you."
"Well, you have surprised me. So you have made as
/
much as $20,000 ?"
"I have."
"Tell me all about it," she asked in an interested tone.
Arthur went into particulars.
"I'm doing pretty well for a boy who has only had three
years' experience in Wall street, don't you think?"
"You are, indeed. How much are you worth now?"
"Just $31,000." ,
"My goodness! · What ·a.Jlma.r t boy you are!" she said,
admiringly.
"Thanks. Words of praise from you are always appreciated."
"You deserve it, I must say. Wl1at other Wall street
I
messenger h,as been so fortunate as you?"
"Oh, there have been quite a number. I could mention
several who made over $100,000 on the quiet before they
were twenty-one."
, "At that rate, it is pretty certain you will make your
mark in life, Arthur." ·
"I hope to, Elsie. I am aiming to accumulate a million
as a starter."
I '
"As a startt:r !"
"Yes. When I get the first million, I'll be right in line
to make several more. Money makes money. But I shall
want a partner by and by."
"A partner ! Wlrnt for?"

9

"A life partner."
"Oh!"
"Getting the right kind of partner is half the battle,
so I believe in looking the field over early."
"InJeed," she replied, laughingly.
"I began some time ago, and have one girl in view already."
"Have you?" she asked, a bit anxiously.
"I have."
"I think she is a very fortunate young lady."
"I shall consider myself fortunate if I land he:c. She's
the smartest girl in Greater New York, as well as the sweetest, in my opinion."
"She mll13t be a paragon. Who is she, pray?"
"Aren't you jealous ?" laughed Arthur.
"Me jealous! Why the idea!" but Elsie nevertheless be·
trayed i~ her face ·that Arthur's words did not please her
wren a little bit.
"She's got the same name as you." ·
"The same name?"
"Yes-Elsie. And her other name is--"
"Well?'?
. "Do vou want to know. very bad?"
"No, on second thoughts ! .. don't care to know.
Run
away now, I'm busy."
"All.right."
Arthur walked off, made a bluff at entering the receptionroQm, and then came back behind her.
Elsie ' couldn't have been so very busy, for she \\'as look-'
ing out of the window.
Arthur watched her a moment and then saw her pull her
handkerchief out of her pocket and put it to her eye~ for
a moment.
He ran up and pulleO, her hand away suddenly.
He saw tears in her eyes.
"You are crying," he said, softly.
"I'm not crying," she retorted, snatching her hand away
from him, and turning her head aside.
"Yes, you are."
"I'm not. Please leave me alone."
"Well, haYe it your way."
He bent down and .wrote something on a sheet o.f paper.
"There's the name of the girl I was speaking about.
She's the smartest, prettiest and best girl, not only in Wall
street, but in all the world. That's my opinion of her."
"I don't want to know anything about her."
"I don't know whether I can get her or not, but I'm
going to try my best to win her. She shall share every dollar I make. I£ I don't marry her one of these days I'll.
marry nobody."
He laid the paper down in front of her and walked away.
Elsie made no move for a minute after he was gone.
Then she seized the paper to tear it into bits.
Her womanly curiosity induced her to look at the.name
of the fortunate girl.
She gaye a gasp as her eyes rested on the writing.
It was her own name--Elsie Williams.

I.
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CHAPTER VI.
ASSA<ULTED AN D ROBBE D.

,.

Arthur was retuming to tbe office after executing an
crrnncl to the Harper Building.•
•
1t was t he second moming after his conversation with
Elsie, ever since which occasion that young lady had acted
very shyly toward him, blushing whenever he appeared at
her desk with something for her to copy, and maintaining
an unusual reserv~ toward him.
She · didn't act as though she was angi·y with him, but
still he felt as if their form er free-and-easy I lations had
received a sudden check.
.
·
'
He intended to try and set matters right again at the
first suitabl e chance.
. On the morning in question as he was walking clown .Exchange Place toward Broad street after delivering his message he spied Algernon Sidney directly' ahearl.
That young man had a pletl1oric pocketbook in his hand,
which apparently contained either documents oi: money.
Presently Arthm sn w an old .white-h aired man shuffie
up to the Engli f:hman and say something to him.
He saw Sillney p11t his hand to his vest pocket, pull out
his watch and look at it.
As he did so the old man suddenly rais2d one of l;is anns,
which he hv.d been holding behind hi s back, anC1 shook it
right in Algernon's fa ce, and at th e same time made a quick
grab at the big leather pocket book.
Th~ Englishman uttered a loud cry , stngge;ed and threw
up lais hands.
In another moment he was down on th e sidewalk, crying
in great distress.
The old man straightened up, started acrogs the street
at a run and disappeared into the d oor of a big office building.
"Gee whiz!" exclaimed Arthur, staggered by what was
evidently a bold robberv, '•that thief mustn' t e.:scape."
P aying no attention to Sidney, who was being lookecl
after by two men who came out of a building near where he
lay, Arthur dashed across the street- and flew up the first
flight of stairs where the seeming ol d man )1 ad gone.
"That fellow was disguise d, as sure as my name is Hale,"
breathed the young mei::senger, as he took the stairway t 11·0
steps at a time. "He never could have got away at that
rate if he really was rrs olcl as he looked to be. "
\Vben Arthur stru ck the ~i·st corridor the thief was not
• in sight.
He might have run around into the next corrrclor. or he
might have continu ed on npstai rR ; Artlnn;- could not tell
which.
As he stoo<l undecided wh at course to pm sne. a D. 'I'.
messenger e:arn e i11 to th e co1Ticl oi-from aroun d tl~c tnrn.
Ar th·ur ru f'l ~e cl 1:p t o h irn.
"Did you see a white-haired olcl ina!1 \Yith a big leath er
poekcl Look in hi s hand just now?'' !ic asked, feveri shly.

.

0

"Yes. He was hurr}i~ down that corridor. . I passed
him," replied the boy. ·
"Thanks," answered ArLhur, dashing for the turn.
vVl~ he got into the next corridor the old man was not
in sight
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"Where can he have gone to?" Arthur asked himself.
"There doesn't seem to be any outlet from here, except possibly through one of the 1 ear offices."
He walked half-way down the corridor, then opened the
door of one of the offices and looked inside.
'l'here were several gentlemen in the ·room, but no sign of
the white-haired m<m.
H e repeated th~ s performance at every office as he werit
along, witho.nt m1y result.
Finally he opened the door of the end office.
On a chair near the rail Rat the object of his search, as
if waiting for Romebocly.
The pocket book, however, was not iii his ha11d, but Arthur's quick eye detected the end of it sticking out of his
'"
pocket.
,
• you
wee
The seeming old man looked up quickly a~ the young
a h
messenger entered, a.n u threw a quick look at him from
ban:
under his shaggy white eyebrows.
,
Arthur, with great presence of mind, turned away from
'I
him after tlle fh;st look and walked up to the railing.
.~
"Is Mr. Jones in?" he asked of a clerk who came forward.
intc
to inquire into his business.
"
He had noticed that the office was occupied by the firm
the
of Jones & Seton, and on · the spur of the moment decided.
off
to ask for Mr. Jones as an excuse for his corning, so as to
prevent the old man from suspecting why he was there.
at
" lHr. J9nes is engaged just now. Take a seat," repli ed ·
the clerk, turning a.way.
the
- "Excuse me; may I use your telephone a. moment?" asked
Arthur.
W3
"Yes. Over in the corner!' answered the clerk, pointing
to a small glass enclosed booth.
Arthur went oYer to it and entered.
Th e young messenger looke~ up the firm .of Treadwell &
Co., in the Produce Exchange, for whom Algernon Sidney
worked.·
cc
F inding their call, he rang th~ up, and presently got
somebody on the wire.
h
"This Treadwell & Co.?"
"Yes," came back the reply.
tl
"Yonr clerk, Algernon Sidney, was just knocked do·wn
v
in Exchange place and robbed of a big pocket book he had
in his hand. The thief is now in the office of Jones &
Seton, No. - Exchange place, and I am going to capt~re
him if I can ."
'The person a.t the other end of the wire uttered a.n ex.
•
•
]
c arna.t ion.
.
·
" Who are you?" he asked.
"Arthur Hale, messenger for He!!ry Rhoa<;les, of No. l'i' all street."
"You' re a boy, then?"
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"Yes."
1 putting it in ,his coat pocket had d1;oppcd the handkerchief
"Did you see the man assault Sidney?"
'anrl passed on without noiie:ing the fact.
"I did, and followed him in her!J to prevent him from -He rushed back in to the other corridor, butt.he man 'ras
. getting aw~y."
gone.
"Are you 'phoning from Jones & Seton's office?"
"Y~s."

"I'll notify the police station and come around myself
right away."
"All right. I ·won't do anything till the man makes a
move. HE!s' in here on a bluff in order to keep out of the
way till the excitement blows over."
"You say he's in the office? Can't you call on the clerks
there to help you secure him?"
"I hardly think they'd interfere with him at my request,
because they would figure that they were taking grave
chances. They have no evidence that the man isn't all that
he 011ght to be. That's the way I'd look at it if I was in
their shoes."
"That's so. I didn't think of that. Well, do the best
• you can. We shall be under · great obligations to you if
we can get the pocket book back through you. It contains
a large· sum of money that Sidney was taking to the
bank."
The speaker said "good-bye" and rang off.
Arthm left the booth in time to see the old man ushered
into Mr. Jones:s private room.
"I'll bet he won't be in there but a moment," breathed
the boy. "I guess I'll get out into the corridor and cut
off his retreat."
Accordingly, Arthur left the office and stationed himself
at the far end of the con1.dor
He had hardly been there three minutes before he sa.w
the old man come out and co.me toward him .
Arthur immediately went into the other corridor and
waited.
rhe old .man dia not appear.
"What's keeping him?" said Arthur to himself.
Presently a smooth-faced, youngish-looking man appeared in a leisurely way from the ·other corridor, walked
by Ar.thur, after throwing a penetrating glance at him, ~nd
continurd on to the elevator.
·
Arthur let him pass without question, but the. moment he
had gone by he turned and looked after him.
It struck the boy that, this person was dressed very like
the old man, and suspiciously resembled. him, though he
walked erect a.n d with great sang-froid.
His sharp eye caught sight of something bulging out in
his side pocket.

CHAPTER VII.
.ART~UR

DISTING UISHES HIMSELF AS A THIEF-TAKER.

Arthur then rushed down the stairway to the street.
There were quite a number of perspns passing at the moment. .
·
The hoy looked for Algernon Sidney, but he was not on
the street.
There appeared to be something of a crowd in on~ of
the offices a_cross the way, but Arthur paid no attention t.o
that fact.
c
I
He was looking for the smooth-faced man who had eluded
him.
He saw a person that resembled him turning into Broad
street.
Arthur darted after him.
By the time he got to the corneT the man was lost in t'·e
crowd of passersby.
Nothing daunted, 't he yolJ.ng me.oseqge'r huniec1 a;on}
toward Wall street, which was the direction taken by the
,
man in question.
Just in front of the Exchange he caught another glimp e
of the person he was in pursuit of.
He was closer to liim now, and was sure it was the rascal
he was after.
The fellow was walking at a rapid rate, and Arthur hastened hi s steps.
"There are detectives a.II about here. One will be sure
to turn up as soon as I ·jump on that chap. All I'm afraid
of is that he mav knife me, for I've no doubt he's not without a weapon. "well, he shan't get off if I can help it."
The hoy, neared the •pre~umed thief and was almost up
~vith him when he startecl to cross Wall street into Nassau.
An automobile came clown Wall street at that moment
and the man &prang back to avoid it.
He struck Arthur and both lost their footing together.
His bulky pocl..et hitllthe boy in the face, and Arthur saw
the lea lher encl of tfle, pocketbook.
That dispelled the last cl0ul il in his mind, and as the
man struggled to his feet, Artlnn; caught him a.round the
legs and j erked him down again.
•
"What in Halifax are You about?" roared the smooth"Can it be that this is the thief_, and that he has dis- faced man, with an impreca.tion.
carded his disguise in the corridor? I'll sre."
Arthur's only reply was to jump on him and hold him
Arthur darted into the corridor, and there, half-"·ay clown.
clown, lay a ba.ndana handkerchief, that the old man had
"Let me up, you ~·01mg cub!" howled the man. "What
had around his neck.
in thunder do you mean?"
·
That was enough for the boy.
He struggled violently to extricate himself, but the mesThe thief had evidently removed his disguise, and ~hen senger clung to him like a leech.
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"Just see if the clerk who was l'Obbed isn't in that place/'
said Arthur. "This chap threw something in his face."
li<:¥San to stop and looked at the struggling pair.
The second detective at a nod from the stout man entered
"Let me up, do you hear?" ejaculated the smooth-faced
office and made some inquiries.
the
Arthur.
at
striking
man,
returned presently.
He
boy.
the
replied
"Not on your life,"
lad is right," he said. "The young man wlio was .
"This
I
A crowd now quickly gathered around them.
"Here, what does this mean?" criPd an a ~ith ori tat ive robbed is in there. A handful of cinnamon dust was
voice, as a stout man in a plajn business sui t pushed his thrown into his eyes, and he is suffering great pain. The
surgeon is attending to him, and intends to take him to
way forward.
the hospital presently. He can't see, so there is no use
"It means that I've captured a thief. Call an officer:"
"Let him up," demanded the newcomer, laying hold of trying to get him to identify this man."
"The man's bandana handkerchief is, or was, in the corthe boy.
"I will if you help me hold him. He's a thief, I tell you. ridor of the building opposite," said Arthur to the stout
I'm Henry Rhoades' messenger, and I }Vant this fellow aT- man, whom he accepted as a Wall Street detective. ''In my
rush I neglected to pick it up. Shall I go after it?"
rested."
"Do so," answered the stout man. "Go with him,
"I'll attend to him. Get. up/!
JP.son," to the other detective.
Arthur obeyed.
·rhey crossed the street, mounted the first flight in the
"Now, let us understand this matter," said the stout
and walked to the second corridor.
building,
"It
arm.
the
by
chap
man, holding the smooth-faced
boys were examining the red handkerchief ~
messenger
Two
he
before,"
face
your
seen
I've
seems to. me, my friend,
discarded.
had
thief
the
that
don't
"I
look.
·added, regarding the other with a sharp
the handkerchief," said Arthur, and
have
boys
"Those
yours
often forget faces, and unless I 'ni. greatly mistaken
the detective took possession of it in short order.
·
is in the Rogues' Gallery."
They then returned to where the crowd was still sur"What do you mean?" remonstrated the thief.
"I mean that you are a suspicious char acter for this side rounding the crook and the sto~t man.
"That's enough," said the first detective. " We'll go to
cif the Dead Line. What do you charge him with, young
the station now. You've got to go along, young man."
man?"
"I expect to," replied Arthur.
"Are you a detective?" asked Arthur.
At the station be was instructed to make the charge.
"I charge him with the theft of a long leather pocketThe pocketbook was taken from the thief's pocket.
book: That's it in his pocket now. He assaulted a clerk
It bore. the name of Treadwell & Co. on the flap .
of Treadwell & Co. half an hour ago in Exchange place.
That and the disguise were- deemed, conclusive evidence
He was disguised as an old man, with a white wig and
the rascal, so his pedigree was taken and he was
against
opposite
directly
building
the
in
discarded
he
beard, which
Just then a member 0£ the Treadwell firm rushed
up.
locked
to
ought
you
which
and
place,
to where the assault took
station.
the
into
pocketleather
find in his pocket now. Besides, there is the
He got the particulars 0£ the case.
book in that pocket !''
."Are you the boy who telephoned me from Jones &
"It's a lie," declared the smooth-faced rascal, glaring
vindictively at his young accuser, " That's. my own wal- Seton's?"
·"Yes, sir," replied Arthur.
•
let."
" Then the. capture of the rascal is due to your energy
The stout man de£tly inserted his fingers into the thie£'s
bulging side pocket and drew forth the white wig and beard. and perseverance?"
"It looks like a clear case," be s11,id, with a meaning. "i guess that's right. I followed him to Wall street and
smile. "However, we'll go to Exchange place to verify the tackled him on the corner. These detectives came up and
took charge of him."
rest of ·your story, young man," looking 'a t Arthur.
"What did you sa.y your name was?"
The rascal made a sudden attempt to get free, but" faiJed.
"Arthur Hale."
Another" unpretentious looking man stepped up· at that
"And you are .messenger for- ·- "
moment.
"Henry Rhoades, stock broker, No. - Wall street."
himranged
be
and
signal
The stout .man gave him some
shall be rewarded for your plucky conduct. Corne
."You
not
did
he
though
suspect,
the
of
side
self on the other
want further particulars of this affair."
I
along,
touch him.
must appear against the prisoner at the Tombs
''°You
The party, followed by a portion of the crowd, which
augmented as they proceeded, started down Broad Street, Police Col).rt to-morrow morning, young man," said the
the smooth-faced man going with great reluctance, which stout detective, who with his companion, followed them outside.
was a bad sign for him.
.
"All right, sir. I'll be there."
As they entered Exchange'. place an ambulance was seen
Of course when Arthur got back to the office he had to
standing in front of the office where Arthur bad noticed
explain the reason why he had remained out so long.
the crowd inside.
lt now looked like a free fight between thern, and people
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~b .\rr. Hhoades wa;; at lhc Bxd1;wge he had to make
"You had a great ncnc lo foll01r that d1<1p aml lhc:i.
l1iti e.\cu ses lo the cashiel'.
tackle him all by youn;elf. Ile might have done you up."
Arthur was always very prompt in delivering his mes'"rhat's a chance I took in the intcrcsls of jm;tice."
sages and returning right away, so his statement was ac"You ough't to get something from Treadwell & Co. for
cepted as a matter of fact, and no fault found with him .saving their money."
for what he had done.
"A member of the firm promised that I shoJ.ild be reJn fact, the e;ashier praised him for his nerve and per- 1warded."
sistency in bnnging to justice the rascal who had assaulted
"Did he? Then you're all right. Did the papers ~ (a l e
Algernon Sidney.
the !acts correctly?"
.Mr. Rhoades, when he heard 31bout the affair, later on,
"Yes."
also complimented the boy, and said that he deserved a
"I don't believe I'll ever get my name in lhe pa1Jed:i.
liberal reward from Treadwell & Co. for saving their prop- Nothing ever comes my way."
erty.
"Except money, eh?"
Arthur had no objection to r eceiving any testimonial that
"I don't know that I'm getting enough of that to slart
Treadwt)ll & Co. felt disposed to give him, for he ln1ew he a bank." ·
. had e11rned it.
"Oh, well, don't worry. You're young yet, and you've
Under ordinary circumstances he w.ould hav~ told E lsie got $2/WO in bank. You are better off than most other
the story of his morning's adventure, but somehow or a.n- messengers."
other he felt diffident about approaching her until he had
"I'm not kicking."
recovered his old-time sfanding with her.
"Well, if you're done eating we'll go back to work."
,Before he went to lunch he had been interviewed by two
They left the restaurant and walked toward Wall street.
reporters, a~d the later afternoon editions had a sensational
About half-past two Arthur carried a message to an ofstory of the Exchange place outrage.
fice in the Bowling Green Building, on Broadway.
· Arthur got all the credit for the capture of the crook
The gentleman to whom the letter was sent was engageL
1
and the defeat of his purpose, while the Wall Street guard- when he arrived, but the office boy carried it to him in h is
ians got a slap for .allowing a man whose picture "'aR in private office and Arthur sai clown to wait for the answer.
the Rogues' Gallery to get below the Dead Line without inThere was a copy 0 £ an illustrated comic paper on the
terference.
.
seat and he picked it up to look at.
Whil e he was chuckling over the collection of very good
jokes and amusing caricatures, two men came into the room
and asked for the head of the firm.
CH AP TER VIII.
They were told that he was busy.
'T'here
was , nobody but thernsel ves, the office boy and
A SUCCESSFUL DEAT, IN COPPER.
Arthur in the room.
While waiting, they began to talk about a new copper
Next morning Arthur appeared at the Tombs Police
mine
that had just been put on the market, and the tenor
Court and gave his evidence against the rascal, who had
of
their
conversation soon attracted the young messenger's
been recognized as one William Brood, who had only lately
attention.
'
been released from Sing Sing a.fter serving a seven-year
"It's
selling
at 4i to-day," said one of the men, "but
term for a somewhat similar rrime.
you'll
find
it
will
be up to 15 or 20 next week. Mark my
He was held for the Grand Jnry, was subseqnently tried
words.
and
see
if
it
isn't."
and convicted, and got a, ten-year sentence.
"I woulc1n't be surprised," answered the other. "The
Tre11dwell & Co. sent Arthur a check for $500 and a letwoods a.re full of speculators just now who go wild oYer
ter of thanks.
•
Algernon Si<lney remained in the hospital three days anything promising in the line of copper. The initial reand then returned to work, feeling that he had not espe- ports of the discoveries in Utah Consolidated have made
cially distingi.1ished himself in the affair that might have the stock in great demand. Thom;ancls of shares ch11nged
hanc1s yesterday, and it was largely dealt in to-clay."
CO$t his firm many thousands of dollars.
"I bought 20,000 shares yesterday that I mean to hold
Curlis Ashley did not see Arthur until after he had read
about the stirring capture ' of the thief in the morning on to, and expect to more than double my money in a few
days."
papers.
They came together about one o'clock at the quick-lunch
"Is that a fact? l'\'e a great mind to go into it myself.
restaurant they both patronized.
You bought the shares outright, I suppose ?"
"Hello, Art," he cried. "I see you've been making your"0 h, yes. :r ~on't often go in,to the margin business."
sel£ famous . Your name is in all 0£ the papers to-day."
"It's tM best way, of course, if you have the ready cash.
"That isn't my fault," replied Ar thur. " I didn't pay If I buy any I'll have to get it on a ten per cent. margin."
them to put it in."
"Better buy it that way than not at all. It will cost
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you about 5 if you .go in right away. The last quo tation
I saw was -!l"
''But outside this pos ible rise, do you think there's anything in the mine to warrant its advance in .the market?"
'"I couldn't tell you. It looks very encouragjng at the
presen t n'.oment; but it's purely speculation so far as we
out;:ider:; are c-o nccrned. l 'm taking the chance more on
au:n 1rnt of the · ni~h of buy~rs. I made $120,000 out of
til e first a<h ances in Montana Copper, which is now seUing
at aroun d 30."
''Then you really think Utah Consolidated is a comer?"
"lt la1:gcly depends on the output of the ore from the
mine and the continufition of the present price of the metal.
l'opper is in growing demand, and a r eal good productive
mine is a mighty valuable asset. I. beli~ve there is good rea80H for the impression th~t TJtah Consolidated will eventually make good, but just how soon is a questi'"on that I cannot answer. I make it my business to watch the coppe'r
market and the copper output very closely. I think I'm
about as close to the situation as the next man, insiders, of
· course, excepted. You'll make no mistake buying Utah
Consolidated at 5 or therea bouts, a.nd the sooner you do it
the better."
"Supposing I do, how high would you hold it for in my
·
case?"
"You must watch the market closely, old man, and dec:irle that question for yourself, .for I can't answer for possi Lile :fluctuations."
"You' re pretty safe, for you have paid for the sf-ock out
and: ou~. But you said it would in your opinion be up lo
15 or 20 next week."
" E say so ilgain. That's why I acl~' isc yo u lo buy if-."
"Do you think it would be sa fe fo r m ~ to hold it fo r 15 ?"
" I llo, but I won't be responsible for the statement."
"If you had bought the stock on ma rgin would you yourself hold it for 15 ?"
"I would."
''That's all I want to know. I'll buy l0.000. th en. If
I realize at 15 that will put me on my f Pct again."
At that moment the office boy brought Arthur his answer and he had to go, though he would have liked to hear
something more on the subject of copper.
Arthu_r had no more messages to take out that da.y, and
h~ spent the time until he 11·as ready to go home stud~'ing
up the copper quotations of the past month.
Wh en he came downtown n ~xt mornin g he ha.cl decided
'
19 buy some Utah Consolidated . 1
He found the price had gone np to 5 ~ , ancl "·hen he got
' the chance to go out and make his purchase of 5,000 shares
he had to pay 6 for it.
A few clays later it hacl advanced to 8, and Arthur bought
· anof-her 5,000 at that fi gure.
H e induced Ashley to buy 1,000 sha res at the samP price.
By this time H ale was deeply interested in the copper
situation.
Thousands of buyers were climbing wildly over them-
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selves. to p t~rchase Ctt1h C on ~olid a tetl, making it t1: e most
adi re sloc:k in either e.-.;c:hange.
rtlrnr was tempted to buy more of the sha res, as he ha.cl
plenty of money to hamlle it on a margin, but prudence ·
cautioned him to be contented with what he had, for fie
could ·not tell bul it might take a drop at any moment.
H e hatl riot the slightest gua.r antee that it would go to
15 or 20 as he had overhea.rd the man say in the Bowling
Green Builaing.
The gentleman's opinion might be good enough, but a
hundred things might turn up to upset his theories.
Utah Consolidated finally went to 12, and seemed good
for 15.
Arthur and his friend Ashley met every afternoon after
office hours to talk over the copper prospects.
On the day th at Utah Con. closed at 12i Ashley learned
so mething about il+te situation tha t caused him to hurry
orer to his friend's office as soon as he could get there.
"We'd better sell out right away, Art," he said, in some
excitement.
" Why? "
".I heard a little while ago that it is against the policy
of those o_n the inside of Utah Con. to let it go to 15 or
over. In fact, the price i to be broken right away by one
or two of the big hold ers unloading a large part of their
shares in the market. I heard Mr. Darby and thr~e big
operators talking about it. .One of them brought the news.
Our firm is long on about 50,000 shares of Utah Con., and
:;\fr. Sloan has orders to get rid of it first thing in the morning."
"Is that really a· fact?"
" I s is. The stock is getting unduly high, and the insid ers for some reason don't want it to go to 15 or better."
"That seems funny, doesn't it? They'd make more
money by selli ng out at the highest figure they could get,
and _afterwards buying it back when it took a drop."
''That's the way it looks lo me, but the men who are a.t
the back of the mine know pretty near what is best for
them. At any rah~ the price is almost sure to get back to
7 or 8 in a clay or two, so ifs up to us to realize at the
present figure."
Arthur thought the matter over, after getting Ashley to
repeat all he had heard, and he finally decided to sell out
•
at once.
He and Ashley went aro und to the bank and left their
order to close out their Utah Con. holdings at the ma.rket
next :morning.
It was fori11m1te for them that they were so prompt in
actin g on the hint of changiug conditions, for half an hour
after the Exchange opened the advance 11·as checked by the
unloadin g of heavy blocks of Utah Con . in the market, and
.
th e price began to decline.
Th is caused a rush of small holders to unload, and demoralized things still more.
Before the day enr1ed Utah Con. was the storm-center of
a small panic, and the price was down to Si, with the
a fur ther. decline next day.
promi se of
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When Arthur and Ashley can)e together that afternoon
they congratulated themselves on their good lu ck.
'l'hey h~d :figured up their profits anrl Arthur found that
he had made something oYer $49,000. while his· friend was
.nearly $4,ooo better off tl1an he had been before he went
into the copper speculation.
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On the following day Arthur fom1d a. chance to say what
he had to say h? Elsie:
She smiled in a coy wa,Y at him when he came over to
her desk, and he took courage 1o address her in his old-time
spirit.
" L ook here. Elsie, you've been holding me at arm's
length fo r hrn weeks now. I didn't offend yon b.v speaking my mind, did I ?"
"No," she r epli ed, in a low tone.
"Well. I'm glad to hear it, for it wouhl break me all up
to have a falling out with you. I meant e'\·ery word I said.
Y 0n"re the one girl I care for, 01· ever wil l. T went in to
the stork market, not only to satisfv m!·self that I conlcl
mnkc rnbney, but to show Yon that T co~1 lrl. too. Yon'rn
harl m~r confidence in nll nw denls rxccnt the last-the one
r iri;t rlen nrd closed ont nt a profit of $50.000."
She looked up at him in surprise.
"Have you just made $50,000 more?" she asked .
"I have. I went into Utah Consolidated a. week ago
and to-clay I'm worth thN: much more. Tn all I now have
o\·er $80,000. And I expect to have more than that before
I have less. I'd rather lose it all , though. than lose you."
She blushed vividly and was si lent.
"E,·ery time I do something in 1.hat line I think of what
it will mean to you if you should many m@ some clay. Are
you going to give me a :fighting cha.nee to win you?"
She bent her head and made no reply.
"Aren't you going to· answer me?"
" What clo you want me to say?"
"I wnnt you to s:1y !·es, of coursr .''
"Well-yes," she answere<l, "·itho11t looki ng at him.
"That's all I \Yan t to know. Elsie. We're both yonng,
and there's lotS of time before us if we live, but I'm not
going to let you get away from me if I can help myself.
I'm out for the dollars for ~'Ollr sake, remember, as well as
for my own. There,'11 be nothing too good for you one of
these days.''
"Do you really mean that?" she asked, with one of her
old mischiernus smiles.
"I certainly do."
"And I . believe you, Arthur.
I am sure you think a
great deal of me; and I-I think a great deal of yon .
There, now, run along. I hope you arc satisfied?"
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"I am;" he sajd, laying hi s ha.ncl caressingly on h er head.
·•I think I know 11·here J am at now. Here comes the
cashier with a lmnch of work in hi s hand for you, so I'll
get back to my perch ."
Qne day, about a rn0nth later, Mr. Rhoadc~ sent Arthur
to Jersey City with a note to a certain broker who operated
in the J erscy Citv 111 ining market.
The boy walked 1.o the ferry, paid hi s fare and took his
place alongside of the big closed door which opened out on
the ferry stage.
The boat had just come in from across the river and a
crowd of people were walking out toward the street, and
several wagon s were pru King in the same direction along
the driveway.
At length the door was shoved back and the waiting passengers for Jersey City started for tlte boat, Arthur among
the first.
He 1rent out on the front of the boat, a.ml in a li ttle while
the bell rang. and presently 1he ferry boat lef t her ~lip .
'' T gncsR I'll see if I can get <l look at the engine room,"
said !hr messenger !-o himself.
The only way to get there wa~ through the maze of
r ehicles g;1thered together in !he center of the boat.
Arthm be?"an to threacl hi." way by them, but found tha.t
he ·Ji n<l to pass aronnd one, and nnder the heads of a team
of hor~es belonging to another, and then he discovered that
'hr wns ~tuck.
"I'll have to go back again, and try another route," he
said.
,lust then he h eard his employer's name mentioned.
Of course there were other Rhoades than the one he
workrcl for, and he \rDli lcln 't hnre giren the matter a second
thought b11t he caught thr expression : "C. & U . i.:; now
ruling at 52," and he pau~ed ,to li sten to "·hat might follow. for he thought here was a chance, maybe, for him to
grt a t ip on some stock."
"Yes. and it \rill be 101rer before it's higher ," sairl a.
mice from an unseen spea ker, fo1loweL1 by a chuckling
langh.
"Thafs ri ght," amwrrecl his companion.
"I guess
"·e\·e got Rhoades now where we want him. \'iTJwn we'\'e
got through with him 1re·11 have him squeezed as dry as
a salt cod."
"That'll be a great saii-faction to me,'~ said the other.
''I owe him a long-stamling acconnt for the way he did u~
up on X. & P. a ye:ir and a half ago."
"Yes, we both 01re him a good tleal. So does Steele
nnd Wenlor>k. i\ow we\·e go! him by theJ w:1 iskers. Oh,
he bit benutifully at th:it tip I h nnded him out. He took
aclrnn tage of it to go long '!0 .000 on C. & 'G. at 50. T hat
cost him $100,000 on margin, ancl hr's go in.'-' to got 10,000
more as· soon as he re,iJ izes on X. & U. this afternoon .
\Ve11l0<·k. Steele, yon and 1 ham got control of all the rest
oC the Honi.ing shares. To-morrow wc .11 begin selling ihe
stock short through ::\ashy. \Ye will rlri1·e it clown to a
!lgnre that'll wipe Rhoacl rs ont of his holdings.
We'll
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"l \\'Oll<ler iJ he's gou ~ ho111e, or if that II tall . ;teeJe JiaH
got him to go io Far Roc:ka11ay alrea<ly ~" lie a ~ keu 111u1 self.
Of course he couldn't. !el!.
However, be knew the number of the boss's ho11 ~e telephone call , and he determined to try and communicale wi!lt
his employer a little later on.
Half an hour later his duties were through for the cl a~' ·
and then he went into the telephone booth and ca.lled up
l\Ir. Rhoades 's house.
He got Mrs. Rhoades on the wire.
"Is :Jir. Rhoades home?" he asked.
"No. He won't be home to-night. He has gone to Far
Rockaway. He expects to be at the office by ten in the
morning."
"Whereabouts in Far Rockaway did he go?"
"He went to Mr. George Steele's house on Oc:ean a1·enue."
"All right," replied Arthur, and ra~g off. "It's up to
me to go to Far Rockaway to-night myself," he added to
himself, "for, according to the programme those rascals
He recognized them at once as J oseph Langley and Os- have mapped out, they don't intend that Mr. Rhoades shall
cn r Frankland, two brokers who had offices in the Singer show up in the city to-morrow."
Bi1ilding on Exchange place, and whom he had more than
once seen in the office talking to Mr. Rhoades.
"If they- aren't a pair of. rascals to put up such a game
on a brother broker, I don't know what a rascal i9'. Yon
CHAP 'l'ER X.
ean bet your wisdom tooth I'll put the boss on to their
l it1l e game just as soon as I get back to the office."
ARTHUR WARNS HIR E:\JPLOYER AN"D SUGGESTS A PLA~.
Thus speaking, Arthur made his way back to the front
the boat, for the .Jersey City ferry slip was close at hand.
Arthur went to a \Yilliam street restaurant and had his
He hurried, ashore and lost no time getting to the office
of the broker for whom he brought the message, which re- supper.
Then he sent a telegram to ]\is mother telling her that
qui reel an answer.
the
chances were he wouldn't be hom e that night, as he
It happened, however, that the broker was. not in when
had
to go to Far Rockaway on important hminess.
he arrived, and he was obliged to wait a full half hour for
He
caught the eight o'clock train foir that place and arhim to show up.
rived there a li~tle before nine.
As soon as he got his an swer he hustled back for the
He had been.in Far Rock'away before, and knew wh rr:
fe rry nncl reached the slip just in time to miss the boat.
Ocean avenue was, but he did not kna.w where Broker
r\ s another one was coming into the adjoining slip he
Steele's residence was.
knew he would not have long to wait.
·
So he inquired at a drug store on the avenue and 11·as
H e was the fir~t to get· aboard, and rusherl to the front
directed to the third house that wn s snrrou niiecl liy its own
of the boat, as was customary with him.
spacious grounds.
As soon as the boat reached New York he sta rted for
He walked down the avenue till he fo11n1l !hr placr he
Wall street at his best pace.
wa s in search of.
Arrived at the office he went into th e p~ivate office, but
Arthur had decided that he wonlcl rin a the UL'll :mcl ask
'
Mr. Rhoades was not there.
0
to see Mr. Rhoades on a matter of great importance.
He asked the cashier if he knew where the broker hacl
He would ask his employer, who he knew would he
gone.
greatly surprised at seeing him there at th at hou;· of the
"He's gone for the day ; that's all I know," was the an- night especially, for a private
interview.
swer.
Then he would tell him all the circumstances of the plot
"But I've got an answer here from Mr. Shubert of Jersey that had been hatched to do him up financially.
·
_ City," said Arthur.
He was saved the trouble of going up to
house, for
''Give it to. me. I've mv instructions re,,aardina it so he fou nd Mr. Steele and his guest smoking at the front
" '
you needn't wor ry." .
.
gate.
Ar thur handed him the envelope he had brought back.
"Arthur H ale !" exclaimed Mr. Rhoades, when his mes-

clean bi~n out of at least $150,000. H e' ll lle\'cr know a
thing about it until ifs too late to save himse lf, for ::::lteele
has invitetl him to go to his place at Far lfockaway, and
will manage to tleiain him until we lelegra!Jh 0. K."
"Then we~ll cover our short sales and force the price up
again to 55 or higher, r ealize and get out from under."
"It's a fine scheme all through .
We'll get back at
Rhoades and maJ,e a bunch of money at the same time."
• The speaker chuckled loudly as he pictured the prospect
of the ruin of the man he ll'as sore on.
"Well, let's get out of this. The boat must be nearly at
the other si de," saitl his companion.
Arthur heard them making their way towar ds him out
of the tangle, and he slipped quickly back under the belly
of a horse and waited for them to pass.
, He had the nature of t~o of the eonspirators, Steele and
\\ enlock, and he was anx10us to g~t on to the id entity of
these two men who seemed to be the leading spirits in the
enterprise that was to involve his employer in possible ruin.
They soon came into sight, picking their way among the
teams.
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scnger stepped up and h e recognized him.
"What h as
·'It is quite true that I bought the 20,000, but the purchase of the 10,000 was deferred until the morning."
brought _you to' .Far Rockaway?"
"That is fortunate, I should judge, as the case stands."
"A matter of grea.L importance, sir. Can I see yo~n a
few moments aside."
"You say I have been invited over by Steele, as a part
"There is nothing wrong at the office, is there, or at-my of the scheme, and that he proposes to detain me fo;_· a
couple of clays. I fail to see how he can do that unless I
house?" cried the broker, with some concern.
was
willing to stay. As business would not perm.it it, J
"No, sir. This is another matter."
should
certainly have insisted on going back in the morn '
"Thank Heaven for that ! YoUT unexpected appearance
ing."
gave me something of a shock. Mr. Steele, this is Arthur
"Ur. Steele intends to take some means to prevent yo 11 Hale, my office messenger."
"He does, eh? Well, we'll see a.bout that. So Fra 11];
"Gla,d to know yo·"Q, Hale. I think I have seen you before," said Mr. Steele, offering his hand, which Arthur took. land and Langley have put up a job on me? And a rasr;al ,
"You' ll excuse me for a few moments, Steele," said ~L·. ly job it is, too. And Steele and Wenlock arc in it, a :s"
What an easy mark 1 was never to suspect the bait tk y
Rhoades.
offered
rne to nibble at. Arthur, you're a sm art boy to di:>"Certainly. I ' ll walk up to the house. You' ll find me
cover
thit\
plot, and an ancornmonly shrewd one to com<.'
on• the veranda when you are through,'' and the broker
over
here
to
tell me about it. Well, I shall spoil this liti.l .:
walked off.
scheme
in
the
bud. I'll sell those 20,000 shares first thing
'_'Now, Arthur, what is it? Surely it is something of
in
the
morning."
great importan ce that hr.ings you all the way from N e1r
York td see me when I left word that I would be at t he
office at ten in the morning."
"It is of importance, as T think you'll admit after you've
heard. what I have to say. In the first pla~e I had r eason
to doubt that you would appear at all at your office to-morrow ."
"What's that? I don't understand you."
"I will begin at the beginning and then I guess you'll
understand what I mean."
''I am listening," replied the broker, almost impatiently.
"You remember you sent me to Jersey City this afternoon, sir."
"Yes, of course. It isn't about that you've come to· see
me, is it?"
"No, sir, not about your errand. I delivered your note
and brought back an answer which, finding you gone, I
handed to the cashier."
"That :was quite right. i instructed him to look after
the ma.tter."

.

"What I came here to tell you is about something I heard
on the ferryboat."
''Something you heard on the ferryboa.t !"exclaimed l\fr.
Rhoades, much mystified.
"Yes, sir. I ~verheard a conversation between two
brokers named Langley and Frankland, the purpor~ of
which you ought to know at once, because it greatly affects
you."
"Indeed."
"Yes, sir. I will tell you what it was."
Arthur then repeated the words he had overheard, as near
as he could remember them.
"You are sure that wrou have made no mistake, Arthur?' 1
said Mr. Rhoades~ gravely.
"I am sure, sir. You have been foo.J ed by a bogus tip in
order to get you to go into C. & U. One of them, I don't
know which, said you had bought 20',000 shares at 50, and
expected to get 10,000 more this afternoon."

" If you get to New York."
"If 1 get there? What's to prevent me?

I'll leave he: e
now with you . Invent some excuse to throw the dust iu
Ste~le's eyes, and take the last train for town."
'·The last train has alreaLly gone, si'r. You can't leave
here to-ni.g·ht, unless you can borrow an auto1;1obile, or hire
one."
"But I must outwit those rasraJs anc1 cakh them in their
own trap if I can."
" \Yell, si r, l"ll tell ~·ou how ?OU might be able to get
the best of them without their kno\Ying it, perhaps."
"How?" ·
"Send an order to your cash im· .by me to sell those 20.000
shares of C. & l,T. in t he morning, in small lots, outside the
Exchange, if pos~ible, at a price l01rer than the marke r,
which closed at 52. 'J''hen Langley nml Frankland, who
are evidently engineering the clcal, \Yill n ot ~ uspect that you
have got rid of the shares. Stay here 1rith l\fr. Ste:'le as
long as he makes excmef to have you do so, klcphoning
such other directions to the office as have no connection
with C. & U. Langley ancl Frankland will start in to brar
the stock to-morrow. Th at will not Rffcrt Yon after ,voi1
have got ricl of your shares. Lrt them pusli the price rlown
the ten ot twelve points thev propose to (lo. Give me another order on Mr. Brown in structing him .to bny C' . & -TT.
at its lowest point, sRy on margin, hypothecating Ruch securities as you care to raise money on to cover your m argin, then when the stock goes lll' to 55 or so. arcorfling ' to
their programme, you can realize a big profit on their operations. When the deal is over, and they are laughing in
their sleeves at your snpposrd losses, you can send. for Langley, give him a laying out for his rascality, and show him
how you have turned the tables on them."
Mr. RhOacles listened with much interest a.n d not a little
surpriRc as liis n~ e.::s cnger outlined the plan for getting back
a.t thr com:p irntor;;:.
"TTpon n1y \ronl, .'\.rthPr, you are a wonderful boy.
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you 1rere an experienced operator you could not have sugge~tecl a better plan of action . I'll adopt your idea at once,
and will r eward yon in a suibble manner when the game
is finished. Corne- into the house. I'll write a letter to
i.\Jr. Br01rn author izing him to proceed on the lines ~·ou
havC' laicl dol':n. Steele w1ll suspect nothing, as I f' 1.all
g ive liirn to un derstand that your visit had r eference to a
m atter of gr cn t importance, quitr foreign to r. & U."
'I'wenty minutes later Arthm was on his wav to a hotel
where he proposed to pal's the night, with :rir. Rhoades'
letter of instructions in hi s pocket.
He was feeling pretty good, for he felt that he had
oheckmated the plans of the fom rnscals as well as impressed his employer with a very fai•orable opinion of his
own abilities.

He also handed the tip to Ashley, who ordered 1,000
shares for himself.
.Mr. Rhoades appeared at the office that day.
He called Arthur into hi s private office and told him
that 'he had got rid of his 20,000 shares at the price he
gavC' for it, and that the· day previous his cashier had placed
sma ll orders on margin with different brokers fo r 20,000
at 41, uncl that he intended to get another 10,000 if he
could find it any,vhrre.
It t ranspired that the bank had some trouble through its
broker in tllling Arthur's order, as the stock was scarce cm
the Exchange, ancl it co:;t t l1e messenger an average of 47,
am1 Ashley the same figure.
'I'hey were called on to make up the difference and did.
0 . & U. continued to go up and on Monday afternoon
closed at 55.

This was the figure Arthur had told th e bank to sell his
holdings at without notice, and Ashley had left an order to
the same effect.
TIU~ DOING UP Ol!' J.A~GLEY ·AND JtTS CROWD."'
Arthur went in to see I\Ir. Rhoades after th e Exchange
·
had closed.
· Arthur r eached the office soon after his regular time next
"I bE;!g your pardon, sir, but are you going to sell C. &
morning and delivered l\Ir. Rhoacles's letter to Mr. Brown,
U. at 55 ·?"
'
the cashier.
Soon afterli'·ard, l\[r. Brown p11t on his hat and went out. ·"Yes, my brokers have orders to _throw the sh ares on
Customers un<l several brokers, incluqing Mr. Langley, ihr market to-morrow morning as 'soon as the Excha.n ge
opens. I'm going to try to break the price before those
came in and asked fo r lHr. Rhoades.
rascals can realize. They'll have to take in my 20 .000
Arthur .said he batln't reached the office yet.
R
Later on, Broker Frankland came in and asked for Mr. hares at top prices or risk the slump that's bounil to folRhoades, and .st ill later, Adam Wenlock appeared on the low." chuckled the broker. "I was unable to get any morC\
of the stock, or I 'l'lould have given them a greater shock."
·
same enund.
" ' Yell, sir, I know two parties who control 16,000 shares
He garn both of the>:e gentlemanly rascals the same anthem and they have arranged to drop them into
between
swer, and they departed apparently pleased with something.
first thing to-morrow, too.n
market
the
A rtlrn,r watched the ticker at intervals all clay and soon
with pleashands
hiR
rubbing
broker,
the
cried
"Good!"
saw that C. & U. was dropping cl~mn the scale.
shares?'"
the
have
who
brokers
the
are
"Who
ure.
'Vh e11 the Exchange closed for the clay it was 47. /
"They are not brokers, but outsiders."
Arthur clrnckled to himself, especial!:· when Langley
"By George l I'd like to shake hands with them. Why,
came in after three and inquired again for Mr. Rhoades.
shares thrown -at those scoundrels will knock therr:i
3G,OOO
Bro'1:n
Mr.
ask
presume·to
not
did
messenger
.Young
e
Th
·
perch unless they've got more capital than I think
their
off
took
but
U.~
&
C.
in
ing;;
holrl
boss',
the
out
sold
had
he
if
the>· haYei As it is, the.v must have over a miliion up, and
'
it £or granted that he hnd.
Mr. Rho;1.cles did not appC'ar at the office next day. eithr r , I.1~e\'er thought they could raise so much. I think they·n
urnl C. & U. continued its clownwa.rcl march, reaching -l-1 find the hoot on the other leg to-morrow. We'll cheat them
out of a large slice if not a 11 of their. anticipated profits.
\Jy three o'clock. ·
:\!"ext morning at eleven it h ad gone low enough to wipe It's coming out better than I expected."
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CHAPTER XI.

<mt Mr. Rhoarles's margin if he had held on to it.
The broker still rC'mainccl am1y. though h~ communicat ed
with the office ~evcral times, but made no mention of
C. &U.
C. & U. WC'nt fo 28 that dn~·. but recovered itself to 40.
Arthur, who had been watching the ticker like a hawk,
concluil cd that it had gone as lQw as it was going to, and
on his way home he left all order at tJ1e bank to purchase
. 10,000 ~hares at the market next morning, leaving enough
to cover the rnflrgin at 40. that is, $40,000.
Next clay C' . & U. 11·ent up t o 45, and Arthur ordered
li,000 more ~ha res at that price.

Mr. Rhoa des was tickled to death at the constem11tion h ~
hoped to cause in the ranks of the enemy on the morrow.
"If things tum out as I hope, I'm going to give you
$5,000, ArtlTt~r. In addition, you r days as a messen ger
are over. You're going into my counting-1:oom."
"No, sir , I'll haYe to r efuse the $5,000."
· "Refuse $5,000 !"·cried the broker in amazement. "Refuse $5,000 !" he repeated. "Why, I neYer heard of such
a thing. What do you mean?"
"I'll explai.n all to-morrow afternoon, sir."
"Why not now?" asked Mr. 'lhoacles, looking at him very
'
har<l.
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"I ham my rcn:oon~, ~ i r, so l !i '.\l ~ y. nt'li cxl:usc me .''
"13less me! l doii't nmLr ..; t<m I. t!:e mallet· ~it all . Refuse $5,000 ! \\'ho ever heard of an ollice boy refusing anything offered him?"
"It is a novelty, I suppoee, sir; but there's a reason, and
that's all I can say just no1L''
Next m6rning when the Exdiange opened for business
the bank's r epresentative rmhed up to Langley 1and asked
him if he wanted any C. & U.
" How much have you goi ?"
"Eleven thousand shares. Will you take them or shall
I throw them on the market?''
Langley gasped, made a quick calculation, and then said
he'd take them.
He didn't dare r efuse, for he knew the consequences, and
he and his confederates had not yet got rid of their holdings.
They intended to begin that morning, Frankland, Steele
and Wenlock having arranged to commence unloading in
sm,all quantities that would not attract attention . ·
Hardly had the memorandum s passert between the two
men than one of Rhoades's brokers offered him 5,000 shares
of C. & U .
He took them, depending on subsequent sales b,.Y his associates to rai se the funds to pa for the stock b'y three
o'clock.
Another broker now launched another 5,000 shares at
him.
Langley was staggered.
The perspiration gathered on his forehead and the look
oi a hunted beast came into his eyes.
He took bhe offer on the Sa.J.118 ri~k as the other, h opin <_\
that the worst was over.
•
The worst,.J10wever, was to come, for a third broker shook
an offer of 10,000 shares in his face.
Langley collapsed.
He was alrracly deeply imolred and dared not take the
shares that be knew hC coulcl not pay for. ·
'11 hey were im merliate ly dumped on the market, a.nd C.
&U. began to totter nt 5.5.
Iusi cle of a min u le the Bx change 1ra.'> in an uproar.
A dozen brokers began to sell the stock short, seeing tha.t
it 1ras going to pieces, and among these- a.ppearecl Mr.
Rhoades.
The conspirators made one more effort to avert the inevitable, ancl then tried to get rid of their holdings at any

figure.
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But buyers wore shy, ancl C. &U . went down 1ritl1 a rush.
For an hour or more the Exchange was like a howling
Bedlam, an d when at la st the panic began to subside, C.
& U. w~s clown to -!:l, f:Ilfl L angley & Co. were ruined men,
for Langley, who represented all, could not meet his engagements at the closing of the Exchange.
It was sel'eral dn:rs brfore the · hank made a ,,;ett lernent.
with Arthur, and then it was only after the Reafa of the
four men ha.cl been sold to make up the amount they owrd
the ·different brokers.

:\Ir. Rhoades was in high glee.
\rhen he closed out his shorts, and his brokers had settled
with the Langley crowd for his 20,000 shares of C. & U.,
he hacl made $350,000.
Arthur made $185,000 over all charges, while Ashley
came out $7,500 ahead.
As for · Langley and his crowd, they were practically
broke, and their only resource was to go on the Curb, and ,
try to build themselves up again.
Th ey were probably the ma'.ddest men in town when they
cliscornrrrl that 1l1cir conspiracy to ruin Mr. Rhoades had
reacted on their own heads.
They s1rcrc to hal'c revenge somehow.
They cou ld not quite understand how their scheme had
gone astray, bnt from · certain things that Steele told them
they traced the beginning of their defeat to A~hur Hale's
night visit to [i'nr nockaway.
Although they did not credit the young messenger with
having discovered their plans himself, nevertheless they
blamed him aR an agent in the matter, and included him in
thei r vengeance.
..

CHAPTER XII.
ARTlIUft I!AI.E BE COl\IES HIS OWN BOSS.

.lt was not '.mt11 .aftcr all settlements had been made in
the C. & U. matter, and the fate of Langley and his confederates ha.cl bren determineo, that Mr. Rhoades' renewed
the subj ect of the $:'i,OOO present and other matters he had
·in mind.
"N 011·, " he said, " J am prepared to give you my ch eque
for $5,000 in recognilion of your services to m e in this
C. & U . affair. Yon' ve i;a red me, undoubtedly, from a
large monetary los~ , <lllCT at the same tirrie made it possible
fo r me to tnrn th e t ables on the rascally clique who plotted
my ruin, by whi c-h I have matle a very handsome profit.
A Jew days ago 1rhen I broached this matter, you said tha.t
yo u would not accept the money, for some reason which you
inl imatecl you would divulge later. f Have you changed
y01ir mind ?"
"No, sir. I am much obliged to you for your proposition to pre~ent me with the sum of $5,000, and I will now
tell Yon the re::i Ron why I refuse."
" I Rha ll be ~·lad to lwar it. It must be a. weighty one
that could inclnce a ·boy of your years to refuse so hanclrnrne a Rnrn."
"Thr reason is because I am already worth more than a
riuartcr of a million.''
"Yon are worth more than a quarter of a million!" e:xdnimecl the broker, in aRtonishment.
"YPs, Rir.''
"'l'lwn rn11\·e fall en ·heir to a fortune. I s that it?"
'' X o, sir. I've made the money myself within this
year."

!O
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"You do? I commend you for yO\ll' modesty," laughed
, '.' You made a quarter of a. million this year," replied Mr.
Rhoades, looking at hi ~ messenger as if he thought he had the broker. "So you actually think that you will continue
your wonderful run of luck?"
taken leave of his senses.
"I hope so, sir."
"Yes, sir."
"Why, there won't be a br<>ker in the Street but will try
"And pray, how did you make it? How could a boy like
fo
r
your scalp."
you make so big a sum of money m a year?" in an in"I
think there will be one who won't."
crellulous tone.
"Who's
that?"
"ln the stock market, sir."
"Yourself."
"vVhat !" ejaculated his em,Ployer. "In the stock mar"True. I wouldn't endeavor to deprive you of your
ket?"
fleece,
bi,1t I'm about the only one, I guess."
"Yes, sir."
"Well,
sir, if any broker can do me up he's welcome t o
"Perhaps you'll explain."
what he can get."
"Certainly, sir," said Arthur.
"Then you believe you are a match for the Street, eh?"
After mentioning how he had made his first essays and
asked
Mr. Rhoades, much amused.
acquired a ca.p ital of $2,200, he told the broker of bis first
"No,
sir. I mean to do business on business principles
important deal-500 shares of C. &1D., by which he had
and
keep
a sharp eye out :for sharks."
cleared $10,000.
The broker shook his head in a doubtful way.
"My next attempt was 1,000 A. & P., which I bought a.t
"Wall street is full of pitfalls. It is but a step from
92 and sold at 112~, making $20,000. Then I overheard
affluence to poverty, young man. I tMnk you are making
two men one day talki'bg about the prospects of the Utah
a grave blunder by leaving my employ."
Consolidated copper min e. I bought 5,000 shares at $6
"Possibly; but I have a different opinion."
and another 5,000 at $8. I sold both at 12, just before the
"Your inexperience will make you a fair mark fore.very
drop, and made $50,000.
That left me with $80,000.
rl esigning rascal of the Langley stripe in the district."
Then I went in on this C. & U. deal, feelin g pretty certa.in
"T do not propose to eC!vertiRe the fact that I have a lot
of where I stood. I bou ght 10,000 shares at 40 and anof mon e~r. You aTe the onlv on e T've taken into my secret ,
other 5,000 at 47. I ordered the shares dumped on to
and I know you will not spread the ne'1rs/'
Langley and friends at th e sa me time yon did, ancl I made
· "Yol1 shall have no cause to regret ym1r frankness with
$185,000. Now I'm worth exactl y $265',000. That's the
me. When do you expect to cut loose ?"
whole thing."
"At the end of thiR week."
Mr. Rhoades listenccl to his m ess'enger'~ confess ion with
"Very well. I sha.ll insist, however, that you accept my
the utmost amaze.
·
check for $10,000, in consideration of your re<!ent .services,
•
It seemed like a fairy tal e to him.
which haye been worth half a million to me. But for you
He could hardly realize that th ere was ari v truth in it, T should have lost ~1'10 ,000 cash , as well as the ~350 ,000
and yet Arthur had li> een very expli cit about .the deta.ils.
I was enabled to make through th e 0. & U. deal. T am
For some moments after th e boy had rease<l Rpe~king he only givin g you two per cent. I sl1all also be happy to
sat and looked at him as · if he wcre some Rtr:rnge species execute y01ir orclers lo an y r r asonable extent, and you may
of animal he bad never seen before .
•
cl epend on gettin g a square deal from me."
"Don't you know that most hroken'l l)hj ert to their em"All right. ~ir. I'll recon sirler my refmml to accept your
ployees speculating in · the market?"
first offer, and ta.k e vour second. T recollect that it is con"I admit it, sir. and corn;equentl y T am going to tender sidered 1rnh1 cky to refu se nion ey whpn it is offered, and I
you my resignation a. your messenger."
don't want to hoodoo myself, at the start."
"Ver~' well. l accept it. Anrl as an evirl ence of my
Mr. Rhoad es laugh ed.
excellent opinio11 of you I will transfer you to my counting"Have you pi cked out your office yet?"
room; but you must promi se me that you will not monkey
"No, sir ; but I expect to get a room in one of the bi g
with th e stock market a.Iiy longer."
office buildings, eveh if it's only a sky parlor .'"
"I am very much obligecl to you, Mr. Rhoades,' but I
"You will finc1 it rat her awkward to clo business without
will have to decline yo~r very kind offer."
a check book. Every time you make a deal you'll be obliged
"vVhy ?."
to carry the cash around in your clothes."
"Well, sir, Wall Street is pretty safe these days. It isn't
"Because hereafter I am going to work for myself."
"Indeecl. In what business?"
very often' that a person is knocked down like that young
"A private operator in stocks."
Englishman was on Exchange place."
• "True, but there are other ways of losing money. Well ,
Mr. Rhoad es whistled.
"Upon my word, vou have a great nene. How long do I wish you all success in your new venture. Should you
you think that $265,000 will last you?"
meet with adverse luck, and .wish at any time to return •
"I hope that it will be the means of making me a mil- to my employ, I will make an opening for you in my countlion."
ing-room."
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"Thank you, sir. I appreciate your kindness ·very much." ' 'l'he wonls ll'ere hardly out of his moulh bcfo1 e 11tc door
That ended fthe interview, and the ensuing Saturday opened and U1e fair stenographer cnlcrrd the room.
ended Arth ur's con nection with Mr. Rhoades.
"How do you do, :Miss Willia ms?'' said Ashley. "Glacl
During the next week he spent his time looking up an to see you."
office.
"Thank you. Corne up to inspect our olliec, J su pposc,"
He found a suitable one on the sixteenth floor of the she replied, with a smile.
Atlas Building on Wall Slreet and proceeded to furnish it
"That's what I have. I was telling Arl llrnl you both
up to suit his taste and requirements.
have a very comfortable place here."
There was one unusual feature about the room which
"I like it very much. But I shu'n' l be thoroughly conrather appealed to the bright young operator, and that was tented until I get lots of work to do. .\ t present all I have
a trap-door which the previous tenant had had built in the to do is _to read, und ihat isn't vet·y p:·ofitable."
center of the floor.
"Art will' see that you get busy, don'l ·y0u fear," grinned
Covered with a large fancy rug, Arthur looked upon it Ashley. "I suppose you haven't anything on the books
as better, in some respects, than a safe, for it was the last yet, old man?" turning to his friend .
thing any one would think of looking for in a modern
."Not a thing, but I ain'l wonving about that."
office building, and it fit ted so nicely as to defy ordinary
." I sho~ld say not. A fellow that's worth a quarter of
inspection. .
~
a million can afford to take things easy."
In fact, it was by t he merest chance that Arthur dis"I prefer to have something on my mind, but I'm not
covered its presence, and he at once perceived its advantage going to rush bald-headed into business just to get busy.
as a secret repository for anything of value.
I want to know where I'm at. I'm developing my bump
As soon as the office was ready for occupanc:v, Arthur of caution now. A qua : br of a million dollars requires
took possession and hired a small office boy, who soon dis- looking after, or it may get away from you when you aren't
covered tha.t he had a fat job.
thinking. I may have made it easy, that's because I've been
Inside of two weeks Elsie Williams resigned ·as stenog- lurln· but 1 can lose it twice as easy if I don't keep my
rapher for Mr. Rhoades and took possession of a corner of weath,er eye Ii fting all the tim e. Isn't that the way !)'OU feel
Arthur's office.
toward your thirteen thousand odd?"
The glass door, which had at first been lettered simply
"Bet y.our li~e it is! J'.m going to hold on to it with a
1
" Arlhur Hale" in the center, now had the additional indouble grip until I catch on to something that looks real
scription in smaller letters:
good, and even then I sha'n't jump in until I have had a
"Elsie Williams-Public ·stenographer."
talk with you, for I've got a notion that you've got a more
What Arthur Hale's business was could only be conjec- level head than me, and conse1uently your advice goes a
tured by the other tenants of the corridor, but they soon long way with me every time."
made out that the ch ief occupant of Room No. 520 was an
"I suppose I ought to feel complimented," la~ghed
uncommonly bright looking and businesslike boy.
Arthur.
"That's for you to s8y. I'm only giving you my opinion
on the subject."
"All right, Curtis. When you hear of a tip come up here
and
I may buy a share of it from you."
CHAPTER XIII.
"You'll buy nothing. You're welcome to share in any
tip I get hold of in return for your advice."
ARTHUR MAKES A BID FOR GOVERNMENT BONDS.
"That's a cheap way of acquiring an interest in a good
thing. I never refuse an offer as liberal as that."
"Hello, Art, you've got a fine office, even if it is up near
"Well, I can't stay here all day, or there'll be something
the roof," remarked Curtis Ashley, walking in rather un- doing at the office when I get back, for Mr. Darby se-:- ms
expectedly on his friend.
to keep tab on me when I go ~ut. One of these da.ys I"rn
"Yes, I 1ike it very much. One .can get a fine view of 0o·oina0 to shake him and 0ao inTo business for: myself. It's
the lower part of the city, the tail ends of the rivers, the fine to be one's own boss."
bay and a glimpse of both Brooklyn and New Jersey."
"Perhaps it is, but not al ways as profitable as you may
" I should think that it was a ery comfortable office, think."
especially in summer."
Ashley laugheJ uni! th en took his leare just as a gentle"That's what it is."
man entrred at the door with Rome papers in his hands.
"I see you've got Miss Williams with you. She's. gone
"I should like to see Miss Willi ams," he suid.
into business on her own hook, too."
"That is the young lady at the desk yonder," r t>plied
" Yes. I've just some cards printed. for her, and have Arthur, sitting flown at his own desk and taking up the
circulated them about the building, so that I hope she'll lfa77 8trl'et News.
soon get plenty of work to do. I won't have much for
The gentleman went O\'C'r to Elsie and engaged her to
her to do myself. She ought to be here by this time."
do some typewriting for him.

•
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His office was the adjoining OI)e, and he said th at hi:; had bet ter get yo ur first pa.ymcnt of ien pa cen t. ready as
stenographer had just left him lo get manied and he had soon as you are notified that yom: bid, or an3 portion of it,
has been accepted . 'l'hen yo u'll be in shape to deposit the
not as yet hired a new one.
Elsie said she woUld be happy to be of service to him, and amount with the Sub-Treasury without loss of time."
"Thank you, sir.· I will act on your advice."
they soon came to terms on the work, which she did so· well
"You ma.y find it of aqvanta.ge to dispose of your option
'for him that he said he might give her all his work of
that nature if she would come in and take dictatinn when on the new bonds after you have made your first payment,
or even before, for you will have a certain length of time
he wanted her to.
betw~n the time of the allotment of the bonds 'llnd the
She 'agreed to that.
Within a week she had got several customers who could elate of the initial payment. At any rate, you can consult '
not afford to keep a girl steady, and she began to feel quite \rith me before you make any move, and I will give you
\
the benefit of my advice anil experience."
encouraged over her new vocation.
"I am very much obliged to you, Mr. Rhoades."
Arthur now made it his whole business to watch the
"Don't mention it. I have taken an interest in your
fluctuations of the market and to keep on the alert for a
future and would like to see you get on. Depend on it, L
possible opening.
Mr. · Rhoades paid him a visit after he had been three will do all I can for you."
The broker then went over to where Elsie was busily
weeks in his ·office.
"Well, doing anything yet?" the broker asked after he clicking away at her machine and asked her how she was
had looked around the ,Place and remarked on its cheerful- getting on.
"I am doing very well, Mr. Rhoades," she replied. "I
ness.
like the novelty of being my own employer."
rather
"Nothing as yet, sir."
" Well, I am glad you are in with Arthur. He'll look
"Going slow, I suppose."
out for you if you need any looking after."
"Yes, sir. I am studying the situation."
El sie laughed and replied that she gt1~sed she could
"You'll find you have lots to learn. my boy."
take ca.re of herself a11 right.
"Yt:ls, ir; and it can't be learned in a. day."
}.Ir. Rhoades talked with her for awhile and then took
• . "I'm leru·ning something new all the time inyself, and
I've been thirty years in the business. Do you think of hi s leave, saying that he would drop up again before long.
During the first pa.r t of lhe succeeding week Arthur,
becoming a broker after awhile?"
"Perhaps. When I've got more familiar with the ropes." who was on the lookout, 'saw the Government request for
"I think you would have done better to have gone into bids on a certain new bond issue, and he lost no time in
my counting-room and learned what vou need to know in sending in his own bid in the regulation manner.
He soon saw by the papers that the issue had been over·
the regul;r way. You could have pt;t your money out at
intere~t where it would have been safe, and in a few yea rs subscribed to a considerable extent, so he came to the con.you would have had both the capital and t he expericnre clusion tha.t he might not get the whole of the bonds he
,
had askeJ. for.
to branch out properly for yourself."
That, however, would depend on the character of the bids,
,"I have no ~oubt you are ri ght, sir; but my idea is at
present to do business entirely for myself through regular th e highest of which !\'Ould, as a matter of course, ha.ve
the call.
brokers-yourself, for insta.nce."
,
'
1n due course of time Arthur received an official noti"You are taking a great risk, as I told you before. I
admit that you are pretty smart, with a remarkably clear fica li on that his bid was accepted and that he would be
head for one of your age, but still the Street is full of ullol ted the full $250,000 worth.
H e immediately went out and secured $25,000 in gold
bright men who are looking out for Number One at all
coin and brought it in sections to his office, depositing it
times."
in th<'j compartment in the ,floor under the big rug.
"I believe you, sir."
H e took care to lock his officr <loor while he was putting .
"Well, I've come up to giv~ou a pointer. Not 0 11 slock',
but on a new bond issue for which bids will he askerl by th e ii awa_v, so that no one but hirn:;;elf and 'Elsie would learn
Secretary of the Treasury in a few da~·s . I ~houl 'l nrh isc of hi s secret receptacle.
"This is as good as a_sa.fe any da,v," he sa.id to the sten:you to try and get hold of a qua.rter of a milli nn nf th 0f'e
securities, for they'll be at a premium in a Rhort ti 111e. I ographer. "Who'd evei· think of looking under this rug
made some calculations myself last evenjng for your b::-n- for a trap-door in the floor?"
"I .don't think anybody would," she a.nrnered. "I never
efit, and here they are on this paper. ThiR \\'ill hr a hettrr
and safer method for you to make money than by going heard of such a thing in an offi ce building befo1·e."
" Nor I. I don't beli eve the ofTi cials of the building ha:ve
into stocks. The moment the Government adYerti ses for
bids, send your request for a quarter of a million at the any knowledge of its exislence. I am sure they never would
figure I've checked off. It's my opinion you will secure an have permitted such an arrangement to ha.ve been conallotment. They will have to be paid for in gold, so you structec1. Whoever used this room had it made on the
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"Then I'1;n sorry tha.t I did anything for him," she said.
ia.t,
"Well, it doesn't matter so long as he p aid y<>u for your
· work, but if I was you I'd fight shy of . him hereafter.

He came face to face ,with Joseph Langley, with a bunch Find some excuse to shake him off. I don't care to have
of papers in his hand, who was apparently in the act of him, or his partner Fnrnkland, coming in here."
entering.
'~Very well, Arthur."
Next day when Langley came up with another bunch of
work he was a.ccompanied by Frankland, whom he intro·
CHAPTER XIV.
duced to Elsie.
A THRILLING SITUATION.

Arthur was not in at the time, but he came in before
they left.

Frank>land came over to him.
Mr. Langley was perfectly cool and collected, but Arthur
"I think you were l\fr. Henry 'Rhoades' me~senger nptil
was rather staggered at the meeting.
lately, we;en't you?" he asked, with a peculiar smile.
"I wish to see Miss Williams/' said the curb broker,
"Yes, sir," replied Arthur, coldly.
without any indication that he had ever seen the boy before.
"You seem to be in business for yourself now. Might
"Miss Williams," exclaimed Arthur, "here is a gentle- I ask the nature of it?"
man who ,wishes to see you."
"My business is entirely of a private nature."
Elsie turned around and Mr. Langley walked toward her.
"Ah, indeed! If I am not mistaken, you were one of
"I've brought some work that I wish you to do for me," the lucky bidders for a quarter of a million of Government
the boy heard him say.
bonds. Would you like to dispose of your option at an
Then he closed the door and walked toward the elevator. advance?"
"\Yonder if that man has an office on this floor or in
"I haven't considered such a matter as yet," replied
this building?" Arthur asked himself. "I don't care about Arthur.
Elsie doing any work for him. A man capable of putting
"Well, if you should, Langley and I are ready to make
up such a job as he did on a fellow broker is not to be you an offer. We have an office on the sixt}.1 ' floor. We'll
be glad to have you drop in any ~imj and see us."
Arthur made a tour of the floor, but cl id not see Langley's
Arthur bowed, but did not say whether he would or
name on any door.
would not call.
trusted ."

When he went downstairs he looked at the office direc"You don't smoke, do you?" asked Frankland, drawing
tory on the wall and saw that Langley & Frankland had a leather pouch from his pocket and seeming disposed to
an office on the siAih floor:
prolong the interview, while his partner was engaged with
"It is evident that they haven't a stenographer, or Lang- Miss "Williams, though Arthur ga,ve him no encourageley wouldn't bring work to a public stenographer," he said, ment.
as he walked outside.
"No, sir, I do not," replied the boy.
When he got 1Jack to the offic~ an hour later he asked
"Nor drink either, eh?"
Elsie wha.t i:ihe had done for Mr. Langley.
She told him.

'

"No, sir."
"Those are pleasures to come when you get older,"

"He promised to bring me some more copying to-mor- laughed the koker.
row," she added.
"I don't intend ever to drink, and I hardly think I will
'
"Don't you remember that I told you tha.t a clique of take to smoking, either."
brokers tried to ruin Mr. Rhoades a few weeks ago?" asked
"You'll find that if you adhere to such a resolution
that you'll be out of the swim, young man," replied Fr~k"Yes, I remember you told me about the matter before land, striking a match qn the sole of his boot and lighting
either of us left the employ of Mr. Rhoades."
a cigar.

Arthur.

"I don't think it abselutely essenti al to a person's
in life to do either," replied Arthur.
"Possibly not; but nearly everybody indulges in one
the other, and most people in both."
"I don't think it will do me any ha.nu to be one of the
exceptions."
"Unless one drinks he can hardly be considered social."
"I don't agree with you, Mr. Frankland."
The broker shrugged his shoulders, as if it was a matter
of indifference to him whether Hale agree_d with him on
that point or not.
"You're one of the lucky boys, aren't you?" he said,
.af.ter a pause.

ad concluded his business with
for her work, he rose to go.
d, we'll get back to the office."
ing up. "Good-day, Hale. Drop in
e. Langley a.rid I will put you next
at will double your capital inside "Of ten
days."
With a nod he followed his partner outside, and Arthur
was glad to get rid of them.
One day, a week later, Arthur arranged to go to the
theater with Ashley.

Ashley was to call at the office about fpur, and they were
to go to a restaurant and take supper together later on,
"In what respect?"
after they had escorted Elsie to the Bridge cars.
"I heard that you made a quarter of a million out of
It was about a quarter to four when the office door
the stock market."
opened and four men entered the room.
Arthur gave a start of surprise.
Arthur stared at them in surprise, for the visitors all
"Who told you that?"
looked alike.
"Oh, a little bird," chuckled Franklana, winking one ' Each had a full beard that was a duplicate of the rest.
eye at the boy.
Each wore a blue-serge sack suit and a brown derby bat.
Any O!le would have ta.ken them, at a glance, :for, four
"I wouldn't take too much sfock in what birds say,"
brothers.
replied Arthur.
"I don't; as a rule; but-well, you pid make if, didn't
One, who carried a satchel, remained near the door,
you?"
while tw(> advanced toward Arthur and the other w~nt over
"You can't prove it by me, Mr. Frankland. But doesn't to Elsie.
Before Hale could ask the men their business, they sudit strike you as just a little bit ridiculous that a messenger
denly
pounced on him, and, in spite of his resistance,
boy sl;tould be able to make even the tenth part of tha t
gagged him with a hand.kerchief and bound his arms behind
s:um in stocks?"
"That's right; but your case is the exception· that proves his back.

the rule."

Then it was that he saw that Elsie's mouth had also
been
gagged in a similar way, and that one of the men
"That is, you think it is the exception."
I
. Frankland whistled softly and puffed away at his cigar. menaced her with a revolver.
It was certajnly a thrilling situation for these two young
"Whether you've made 'it or not, you 're credited with
the fact," he said. "And your bid for $250,000 worth of people to find themselves in without the slightest warning.
bonds seems to confirm it. By the 'ray, I think I could put
you on to a good thing i_n copper if you've got tlrn cash
to follow 1t up."
CHAPTER XV.
"You are very kind," said Arthur. "Do you often have
'

good things tip yoi.1r sleeve?" with a sarcastic smile.
"Oh, yes, quite often. We have the inside track in certain quarters. We get hold of information in advance that
is very valuable."
,. "Then you ought to ma..ke money."
"We do. I guess I. could put my hand on half a million
to-day if it was necessary."
Arthur didn't believe him, for he had good reason to
'
know that L~ngley and his partper were at a pretty low
finar!cial standpoint.

.

THE ROBBERY.

"Now," said the man with the revolver, "let's to business. This young chap is worth a quarter of a million.
I happen to know that he has discovered the secret depository of this room. Let us see if he keeps his wealth hidden
in it, for, being under age, he cannot deposit it in a bank
and draw his check against it. He must keep it somewhere,
and as there is no safe in the room I have a str~ng suspicion
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Uial 11e sball find iL uncler the floor. No. 2, it will be [ The lcacler then pointed at the lwo tin boxes, and Nos.

yon pha<i. ~ nl cluty to search for it."
·The mice was ·:;tcrn a.ud menacing, and to Arthur's quick
ear it sec:mecl lo be the voice of Joseph Langley.
At a sign from the lea.der, the man addre:;sed as No. 2,
antl who Arthur felt assured 1ras Oscar Frankland, stepped
fonrarcl from the, door, which he had locked, and, dropping
the hanq-bag he ca.nied on the floor, tore the rug asidr, ancl
falling on his knec<i, jack-knife in hand, proceeded to pry
up the hidden trap-door.

.

3 and ± each picked one up.

Langley returned ,the revolver lo his pocket and ·walked.
to the door.
His confederates followed clos£ at his heels.
As Langley unlocked and partially opened it to see if the
coast was elem", he ca.me most unexpectedly face to face
with Curtis Ashley, whose hand was extended to grasp the
knob.

·.With a smothered imprecation, he started to close the
It was scan.:ely the work of more than a moment for his door again.
cleft fingers to accomplish his ·purpose.
This move aroused Ashley's suspicions, and he pushed his
The tray was thrown back, exposing a square hole in the foot against the door, at the sa,me time trying to look into
floor.
the room.
In the hole were several bags lha.t looked as if they might

.

He couldn't see Arthur from where he stood, but he did
. contain coin, two japanned tin boxes, while a shallow box see Elsie, gagged and tied to her chair.
· full of glittering $20 ~old pieces lay on top of all.
Thas was enough for him to ecide tha.t. something
"I thought as much," s ~1id the man who was bossing the crooked was transpiring in the room.
job, with a gleam of satisfaction in· his eyes. "The money
"Go away, young man," sai.d Langley. "The office is
is here_, though I regre.t to observe that a considerable closed for the day."
amount of it appears' to be in coin. We have no time to
Then he forced the door shut.
lose, No. 2. Dump the gold into the bag, and then hand
A~h ley started at once for the elevator for the purpose
out those boxes for No. 3 and No. 4 to take charge of. of def>ccnding i.o the ground floor and notifying the superDoubtless ire shall find a couple of hundred thousand in intenclent about what he had seen.
bill's in them."
He was fortunate enough to catch a downward ca.r right
While Langley threatened Elsie, and the two rascals who away, and in . a moment' was descending at a swift r ate. •
hacl hold of Hale gripped him tighter, Frankland seized the
The superintendent 1ras in the· main entrance, talking to
tray of . gold coin and emptied its contents into the big lhe janitor.
satchel brought to carry away their expected plunder.
Ashley broke into their conversation with more haste
Th~ bags of cai~ followed the contents of the tra.y, and than politeness.
then No. 2, or Frankland, closed the bag an<l snapped the
What he said put springs into the feet of the superintencai.ches.
llent and the ja.nitor.
After lhat he pifrhed out t.he tll'o tin boxes, which were
The latter at once rushed off to bring forward as many
locked, am1 happened io contain• a lot of cheap mining stock of his assistants as he could find on that floor and in the
that Arthur had picked up at a bargain a few day~ before. e;ellar, while the superintendent telephoned at once to the
As there was nothing else of value in the hole, Frankland neare~t police, station.
let the trap-door fall back into itc; place, replaced the rug,
Fire minutes later the ja11itor and three of hi~ men were
and stood '..1p.
ascending by one of- the el evator~ to the sixteenth floor,

"Now, No. 3 and No. 4," said the leader _of the enter- with orclers to break into Arthur Hale's office if nece~sary.
prise, "tie tha.t boy to his chair, and see that you make
Near the elevators on the ground fioor · stood the superhim fast."
intendent, with Ashley, the engineer, and one a.5Sistant
His orders were at once obeyed, the men taking pieces jf1nitor, reacly to cut off the retreat of the bearcl<:d rascals
of rope from their pockets which they had evidently brought the boy had caught a glimpse of in his friend's office.
for 'the purpose in question.
'~You are sure you can identify them?" said the super" Tie the girl to her chajr," ordered the disguised Lang- intendent. "It won't' do for us to hold up the wrong perley next.
sons."
As Elsie ~rns much too .frightened to make any resistance,
"I'll know th em all .right. They've got beards alike, a:c.d
this was easily accomplished.
an wear blue suits and derby hats."

,, I/ , /
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Th e tlire;' ucn ,md lli !C rn ~ s ~c nger 11·ai ted impatient] y with bags in their hands were b10:,u· i Laug:cy anLl Frankfor their quarry lo nppear, but ten minutes went by and land, tenpnb; of this uui lding, and t.hc grips they carri ed
tlwv did no1 materialize.
;rere only small ones," said the janitor's assistant who had
,
"The jAnitnr :oincl hi s a"s isbmts must lia.ve ca.pturecl them renrnined belo1~ on the watch.
in tlw off.re." s: icl thr !111p·1 iirnt superintendent a.t last.
At that moment hl"O uniformed officers and a detective
"1 ·1I ;o t1p ):111 I ,.c>e lio11· t1 11.ngs .arc
. progressmg
.
.m tirn !. in' plain clothes came into the building and asked for the
I
riuarier, <:nd 1rhil e I'm g011c keep your eyes skinned that superintenden t.
they do ' not e;.;capc."
"He's upstairs on the siXteenth floor in the of\ice that
was robbed by four rascals, who appear to be hiding some'I'he official b'lk tho elevator up.
Hardly had l' c (li sR.preart:rl ll"hen an elevator cage cam"e where in the building," said the e~gi neer. "This lad here
down and rrnt of it ~ tep nec1 lir.1ker Wcnlock with a package saw the scoundrels in the ofiice and came down and gave
the alarm."
under his arrn.

•
"You take this elevator and go up," said the detective to
Ashley knew Abram Weulock by sight, but did not conthe
policemen. "I'll follow in a moment.
nect him with the matter in hand, for he on ly sported a
The he turned to ~shley and asked for ·p articulars.
moustache, anc1 wore a light overcoat and a tall silk hat.
The next eleYator that reached the g;·onnd floor let out
broker Geor~e Steele, ·ho also wore a. moustache, a silk
hat and a dark overcoat.
He, tod, had a package under his arm.
The watchers let them both pass without a second
thought, and they marched out into the street and disappeared in the direction of Broadway.
'Shortly afterward brokers Langley -and Frankland appeared, in their customary attire.

.

CHAPTER XVI. , .
[

OONCT,USION.

"v1' l ien tl10 JaJll
. 't or _anc1 h 1s
· ass1s
· t an t s reached
l~lale's 'office they found the door locked.

-thur

A
.t1.!1.

'l'h ey knocked loudly, but no one answered their sum·
They each carried small grips that appeared to be heavy,
mons.
but the watchers had no thought of holding up the two
Then the janitor produced a duplicate key and opened
tenants of the building, so that they also made off in the
the door.
direction of Broadway unch allepged .
When he and his assistants entered the room, the four
In a few minutes one of the janitor:'s assistants came
rascals were gone, but Arthur and Elsie were tlier? bound
~own.
and gagge,d as the scoundrels had left them.
"Haven't you seen the rascals yet?" he asked the engiThey were quickly released and questioned.
neer.
Elsie i;mccumbcd at that moment and fainted.
"No," was the answer.
Arthur rapidly sketched t he particulars of the outrage
"Then they're hiding somewhere in the building, for to which they had been subjected, and then he and the
they were not in H ale's office when we got th~re: We found men started• to try and find the villains in the building,
Hale and Miss Williams gagged and bound to their chairs. le:i.ving one of the assistant s to re.vive the tenographer.
Hale says he's been robbed of $25,000 in gold coin, and a
Arthur was pleased to learn that his friend Ashley had
couple of tin boxes full of mining stock. You're sure the interrupted the retreat of the thieves and given the alarm.
thieves haven't sl ipped out under your nose?"
"They can't escape by the main entrance, for the super" I 'm positive they haven' t;" replied Ashley. "I'd know infondent, the engineer, one of my men and your friend are
them in a minute by their clothes and beards."
c1own there on the ll"atch for them," said the janitor.
'-'How do you know but their beards were false? They
"Goocl," said Arthur," we ought to be able.to catch them,
might have discarded 1.1'.em on the way down."
then . I am satisfied that the fellows were disguised, and
"'l'hey could n't have discarded their blue suits and dsrby I b~iicve I know two of' them . If my surmise is con-ect,
haiti, too," rsplied Ashley.
thrre will be little difficulty ·in capturing them."
"Yon didn't see anybody carrying a good-sized vali8c
"What did they get?., asked the janito·r.
"'I wenty-five thousand dollars in gold coin and two tin
tha.t seemrd to be heaYy, cl id you?" ~
" No. The only p11rsons who have gone out of that door boxes full of mining stocks."
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"How did they carry so much coin off?"
A~thur gave him his sicle of the story, while the others
'' ln a good-sized valise that they brought with them, continued the search.
evidently for that purpose."
He also told the defective about his suspicions that
"Then they must have known or suspected that you ha.d brokers Langley and Frankland were implicated in the
the gold in your office," said the janitor.
'"l'hey dicl, fot their talk showed it.

outrage.
"On wha.t ground do you suspect them?" asked the· de-

In fact? they

thought I had much more on the premises ; but that's where tective.
Arthur told him as briefly as possible of the trick they
lhey were fooled. I keep most of my funds in a safer

place."
had tried to pla~ on Mr. Rhoades.
..
. .·
"In your bank, of course," replied the janitor, who did
He also ment10ned that Langley had paid two v1s1ts to
his
office lately, ostensibly to have copying done by l\'fos
not know or stop to think that Arthur's age prevented him
ViTilliams,
and that Frankland had also called with him oR
from having: a regular ·bank account.
The boy, however, did not think it necessary to say the last occasion.
"Only the leader of the thieves spoke while they were in
where he kept his money.
my office, but if it wasn't Langley'.s voice it was one exactly
The first thing they clicl was to stop each of the elevators
as it came .up aJ1d q1iestion the men in charge if the rascals like it," he concluded.
"Let's take this elevator down," said the detective.
.they \rere nfter had gone clown in one of them.
They boarded the cage and went to the ground floor.
The answers t hey received showed that the thievlils had
"Do you know Langley and Frankland, tenants of this
n ot taken the elevators.
building, by sight ?" he asked the janitor's assistant who
"Then they walked down the stairs," said the janitor.
had remained below.
"One of y01ir men had better walk up to ihe top floor
"Yes," was the reply.
a.nc1 go on the .roof, as a matter of precaution, while we
"Have you seen them go out since this trouble hapgo clown and search ea.ch floor," said Arthur.
pened ?"
The janitor thought the suggestion a gnocl one, and
" Yes. About flfteen minutes ago."
despntched oI1e of his men to search the two u p p ~ r floors
"Did tlwy have a valise with them.?"
ancl the roof.
" No, but each had a srn_all hand-grip."
They then began a systematic examinati on of th e floors
Th e detective thought he saw a. light on the subject.
down.
"Wh at floor is their office on?'
While they were at it the policemen arrived at Arthur's
"The sixth."
,
office, and ·found Elsie just recovering from her faint, an.d
"You know Wenlock, don't you, Ashley?" put in Arthur.
the s~p erintendent with her.
"I do. I saw him come out of the elevator a short timd
They got all the particulars from the girl ancl then ago with a package under his arm."
asked where Hale ·was.
"Did he have on a blue suit and a derby?"
"I can't tell you," she replied. ' "He was here when I
"I didn't notice his trousers, but he ha.d a li$ht over·
fainted."
coat on ancl a silk ha.t, same as he always wears."

I

At that mome~t the detective entered the room.
"I think we ought to go up ancl investigate Langley &
Elsie repea,t ed her story to him.
Fra.nkland's offices," said Arthur to the detective. "If my
The detective then left o e of the officers and returned idea is correct, we may find that the disguises worn by the
down tairs with the other and the superintenden~.
four thieves are hidden in there. If we can find them that
They found the party below still on the watch, with will fix the guilt where it belongs."
nothing to report.
"I was thinking of that myself. Let's walk up and meet

'

"
11

-

"The janitor with hi~ men and Hale a.re probably searching the different floors," said the superintend ent. " They
ou brrht, to find some
trace of the rascals ' for it seems evident
.
.
that th ey have not left the building.''
At the detective's suggestion, he and the superintend ent
walked up by the stairway and met the janitor, his men
and Arthur on the seventh floor.

the superintendent and the others. The janitor will be
able to let us into the office in question if it is locked, as I
guess it is," said the detective.
)
Ten minutes later the janitor, the superintendent, the
detective, and Arthur were standing before Langley &
Frankland's office on the sixth floor.
The door was locked.
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The janitor opened. it with his pass key.
option on the Government bonds, under Mr. Rhoades's
Of course the detective knew that he was acting without advice, for a handsome profit, which raised his capital to
authority ·in going through the office without a search war- nearly $300,000.
rant; but. the circumsta11ces seemed to . j~stify' the highIn due time Langley, Frankland, Steele and Wenlock
handed proceeding.

were tried in the criminal court, were convicted, and sent

I'n the closet of the washroom he found four false beards, up the river for several years to ruminate on the folly of
four brown de1:bys, and two blue suik
trying to acquire riches by underhand methods.
,
Before their .term of imprisonment had expired. Arthur
.While he was thus engaged Arthur discovered the large
satchel in which the .gold had been carried from his room. Hale was worth over $600,000, acquired by fortunate and
He recognized·all the articles.
conservative speculation in the stock market.
"All right," said the d~tective. "I'll get warrants for
He had his own bank account, too, at the Manhattan
the arrest of these men right away. I'll leave an officer her~ Nationa!, for he had already cast his first vote as a citizen
to anest Langley and Frankl~nd if they should return to- of the republic.
day. All these articles I'll leave in your charge for the
Last June he passed his twenty-second birt~day, and he

;pr~sent, Mr. Superintenqent, until I can take them away." celebrated the event by taking possession of a life partner
The warrants for the four curb brokers were duly issued in the person of Elsie Williams.
and the men were arrested next morning as they were ent~rCurtis Ashley, who is a frequent visitor at their handing their offices.
some home on Seventy-second Street, near Riverside Drivi, ·
'" They expressed great surprise and indignation when says they live like a pair of turtle doves, and that fa.ct has
so impres~ed him that he is ~n the lookout himsel~ for
taken into• custody.
some attractive girl to share his name and his present forAt their examination at the Tombs later on enough evitune of $75,000,
dence was 'brought against them to warrant the magistrate
While Ashley is not a partner of Arthur Hale's, the
in holding them under heavy bail.
two young fellows speculate more or less in unison, and
As ·they couldn't find friends willing to put up for them,
from
present appearances both are likely to have larger
they rel1lained in prison.
.
\
'
bank accounts before they are much older.
A day or two afterward a lawyer called on Arthur at his
As for Elsie, she is n~ore than satisfied with her luck
office and ,told him ' that the $25,000 in money and the
in having secured the best husband in .the world, and she .
mining shares would be returned to him if he and Miss
has no fear that Arthur's continued juggling with the marWilliams agreed to ~nodify their evidence before the Grand
ket will result otherwise than in his making it pay as well as
Jury so as to create a 'reasonable doubt of the curb brokers'
ever.
gi.1ilt.

I

"No, sir," replied the boy, emphatically, "I'll do nothing
of the kind. Besides, I don't think it would avail Langley

THE END.

and l;iis associates at all, for their disguises, in the hands
of the police, were found in Langley & Frankland's offices."
"We'll fix that somehow if you'll do your part,'' replied
the lawyer.
'
•

Read "CAST ADRIFT; OR !J:'HE LUCK OF A

HO~ELESS BOY," which will be the next number (81)
Arthur refused to compound a felony under any
of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
circumstances.
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The result was the lawyer left with a ffea in his ear.
Arthur then went to the District Attorney and told how
the lawyer attempted to bribe him into helping the brokers
to escape their just deserts·.
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No. 81. HOW TO l\l1JJSMERIZE.-Containing the most, ap- bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with illu.strations.
By A. Anderson.
proved methods of mesmer~sm ; also how to cure a ll kinds of
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healin{ Uy Prof. Leo · No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.Containi~~ deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch, A. C, S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
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MAGIC.
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a full explanation of their meaning. Also expla ining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tri..:Ks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y , also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
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explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage ; also giving all the codes and signals. 'l'he only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
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No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMWAL 'l'lUCKS.-Containing over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
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together with descriptions of game and fi sh.
By
A. J\.nderson. H andsomely illustrateJ.
No. 26': HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEI GHT OF HAND.-Containing over
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sa il a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containmg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
structions on swimming and riding, companion s ports to boating.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No .. 70. HOW '.1'0 MAKE MAGIC 'l'OYS.-Containing full
d1rect10ns
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A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses
·
for busil'less, the best horses for -the road ; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
• No. 73.. HOW. TO J?O TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
diseases pect1liar to the horse.
:No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many cur10us tric~s wi th figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. E'ully illustrated.
_No. 7_5. HO\Y· TO ~ECOME A CONJUIWR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tri_cks ~1t~ Domm?s, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
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No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
4!Jontaining the great oracle of human destiny ; also the tru e mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By .A. Anderson'.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together wi th charms, ceremonies, Ill us.trated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAl\lS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. '!' his lit tle i.J ook
gives the explanation to all kind s of dreams, t ogether wi th lucky sho uld ~no w h ow inventions origii;iated. This book explains them
all, g1v1 ".g ex amp le~ in electricity, hydrauliCl!, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," th e book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pne;imal,1cs, mecham cs, etc. The most ins tructive book published.
knowing what bis future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ENGINEER.-Containlng full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this lit tle mstru ct10ns how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. '!'ell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive· together
wilh ' a full description of everything an engineer should know.
the fortune of your. friends.
·
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE M U S~CAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO 'rELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of li nes of the hand, directions how to maki; a B!1njo, Violin, Zither, ..Eolian Harp, Xyloph.,ne and other musical ms truments; together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription
of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times.
Profusely illustrated. • By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Containing
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE:-Giving full instruction for the use of aumb bells, Indi an clubs,' para llel bars, a descript ion of the ·lantern, together with its history and in vention.
Also
full directions for Its nse and for painting slides. Handsomely
horizontal bars and various other ' methods of developing a good,
·
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustra tion s. E very boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. HOW 'l'O DO MECHANIOAL TRICKS.-Containing
become strong anJ healthy by following the instroctions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
in this little book.
No. 10, HOW TO BOX.~The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over t;Jiirty illustrations of guards, blows, an d t he dilferLETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most comthese useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contain!ng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW 'l'O WRITE LE'l' TERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and a t hletic exercises.
E.imbracing thirty-five illustrations. • By Professor W. Macdonald . complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
. also letters of introd uction, notes and requests.
A bandy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW 'rO FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsworJ; also inst ruction in.archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW 'l'O WRITE LE'l'TERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, ycmr father,
.•
•
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mot her, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS Wl'rH CARDS.-Containing body you wi sh to write to. Every young man and every young
e
·
explanations of t'he general principles of sleight-of-band appli cable lady in the land should have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks wi th ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Con•!eight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and CC!mposition, with specimen letters.
-r-cially prepared cards. Bs Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
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'(HE STAGE.

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YOP.K END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great vari ety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end dllen. No amateur minstrels ill complete without
this wonderful lit tle book.
No. 42. THE BOYS Ol!' KBW YORK STUi\IP SPEAKER Conta'.!1ing a varied asso,rt~ent of ~ tump spe~ches, N egt·o, Dutch
and lush. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thmg for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOY8 OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKl!J BOOK.·: --Something new a_nd very instructive. Every
boy. should ob tam tl11s book, a s 1t con tams full instructions for orp.mzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
. No. 65. 1\1 ULDOON 'S JOKE~.~This is on~ of the most original
Joke books ever published, and 1t 1s brnnful of wit and humor It
contains a large collection of .songs, jo.kes, ·conundrums, etc:, of
Terrence Muldoon, the great w1l, humons t, and practical joker of
the day. Every Loy who can cujoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a coµy imm ediately.
No . . 79. HQW TO BECO:.\IE AN ACTOR.-Containing complete msrruct10ns how lo make up for various characte rs on the
s~age.; together with the duties of the Stage i\Ianager, Prompter,
IScemc Art1~t and Property i\Ian .. B.v a prominent Sta~e Manager.
N~. 80. Gl'.S WILLIAM S' JOKE BOOK.-Contaicing the latest Jokes, anecdotes arfd funny stories of this world-renowned and·
ever popu lar German comedi a n. 8ixty-fou r pages: handsome
.colored cover containing a half-tone piloto of the author.

--

No: 31. HOW TO BECOME A. SPEAKER.-Containing fou..
teeu 1llustrations , giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, r eader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a.II the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mont
simple and conc1s3 ma1;mer possible.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glving rules for conducting debates, outlmes for. de~atel, qu.estions for discussion, and tl,\e hen
sources for procunng mfo~ mat10n on the que>'tions given.

SOCIETY.

•

No. 3. HOW TO FLIP.'l'.-The arts ana wiles ot flirtation are
fully expl'-!11'.!ed. by tl11s little book. Besides the various methods of
har.dkerch1ef._ fan , glbve. parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con•
~ams a .full li st of the laQguage and sentiment of flowers, w hich ii
m.terest1og to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
. r;<o. 4. H.OW .TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
htl1e book Just JSsued by Frank Tousey. lt contains full instructions in the art ol' daucing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parties
how to dr{'sS, and full directions for calling off in all popular squar~
dances.
No. ;;>. HOW TO 1"lA~(E LOVE.-A complete guide to love,
courl~h1p and ma~:nage, g1vmg. sensible advice, rules and etiquettt
to be observecl, with many cunous and interesting things not gen•
1o;rally known.
No. 17. HOW •ro DRI~SS .-Containing full instruction in th.,
art of dressmg and appeanng well at home and abroad giving the
selections of color;;, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO. BECOME BEAUTIFUL.- One of the
1-lOUSEKEEP!NG.
brightest ,and most valuable lit tle books ever given to the world
No. 16. HOW 'l'O Kl!JEP A WI~DOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to beco9le beautiful , hoth ma le and
full instrnctions for constructing a window garden either in town fema le. 'l'he secret is simple, and almost costless . Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for rai sing beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at hol!!Je. 'l'he most co::nnlete,book of the kind ever published.
•
No .. 30. HOW 'l'O COOK-One of the most instructive books
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
on cooking eYet' published. It _contains. recipes for cooking meats,
No. 7. HOW 'l'O KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
fish , game, and oysters; a lso pi es, puddrngs, cakes and all kinds of containing full instructions for the management and training of the
pastry, .and u grand collection of r ecipes by one of ou r most popular canary, mockingbirJ, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, l::tc.
cooks.
/
No. 3\.l. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for IlABBI'l'S.-A l:sefol a nd inslructive book. Handsomely ilJus·
everybody, boys, girls, men and \vomcn; it will teach you how to t rated. li:: I ra Vrofraw .
'
make almost anything around the hou se, su<'h as parlor ornaments · No. 40. ll OW TO !\I.AKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including bint11
brackets, cemenls, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. ' on ho•.v to cald1 moles, wea~cls, otter, rats. squ irrels and birds.
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
ELECTRICAL.
Keene.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE Ai'\D USE ELECTRICITY.-A deNo. 50. HOW TO STlTFF BIRDS AND ANll\IALS.-A
a:ription of tlie worn.lerful uses of electricity and electro magnetism. valuable bo0k, giving i11~tru<'t ic!ls in collecting, preparing, mountinr
together with full iiistructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries: and preservi ng- binh, an imals anrl insects.
etc. By George Trebel, A. l\I., 1\I. D. Containing over fifty ilNoc, 54. IIO°? 'I'O KEEP Ai'\D MA NAGE PETS.-Giving com·
Jostrations.
plet? mfo rma'. 1on a~ to thG m.anner an.d method of raising, keeping,
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- tammg, .breeiJ.mg, an.d managm;; all krnds of p~ts; also giving full
fainin g fn II Jirections for making electrical machines, induction !nstructwn s for m!'lk m~ cages, etc. Fu lly explamed by twenty-eight
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. 11lustrat10ns, ma'kmg it the l,UOSt complete book of the kind ever
By R. A. R. B P.nn ett. Fully illust rated.
published.
No. 67. HOW '.1'0 DO ELECTil.ICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highl y am using electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO BECO:.\lE A SCIEX'l'IST.-'A useful and in·
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry ; also experiments in acoustics, mechani cs. mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi•
ENTERTAl NM ENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECO:.\IE A VE~TRILOQUIST.-By Harrv book cannot be eq ual ed.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intell igent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.- A complete band-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making z..11 kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrup~essences, etc~ etc.
.No. I>-±. ·HOW 'l'O BECOl\IE AN' AU'l'uOR.-Contain ing full
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends . It is the information regardiug choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book ner published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVE:'fING PAR'l'Y.-A valuable information as to the n ea tness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just pub lished. A complete compendium position of manusc ript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversi ?ns, comic recitations, etc .. snitable ·Hiland.
.
!or parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
money than 'any book published .
derful book. containing u seful and practical information in the
No. 35. HO'V TO PLAY GAl\IES.-A complete and usefn! li ttle treatment of ordinary di seases and ailments common to every
book, containi ng the rnles and r~.i:i-ulations of billia rds, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general comp laints.
'
.
ckgammon, <'l'oqu et. dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW 'l'O SOLVITI CO:>rUNDRUi\JS.-Contai ning all
No. 55. ROW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Contbe leading conundrums of the day , amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information r egarding the collecting and arrauging
a~d witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomel y illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY r. ~RDS.-A complete and handy little
Ko. 58. HOW 'l'O BE A DE'l'ECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, gi ving the rul es and r.... -;rections for pla y ing F.uchre, Crib- the world-known detecti~·e. In whi ch he lays down some valuable
bage. Casino, Forty-Five, R:--._ ce, Pedro Sancho, Drnw Poker, and sensible rules for beg inn ers. and also relates some adventure1
Auction Pitch. ' All Fours, anrl many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Gon tain ing over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOl\IE A PHOTOGRAPHER-Contain·
tired interesting puzz!Ps and conundrums. with key to same. A in g usefu l information regardin g the Camera and how to 'Ork it;
mplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic i\fagic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT l\IILITARY
No. 13. HOW 'J'O DO IT ; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE. -It
fB a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations bow to gain admittance,
course _of Stud~', Exnminations. Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
:-all about. Th ere's h app in ess in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEFIA VE.-Conta inin g the rul es anrl etiquette Guard, Police R eg nlations, Fire Department, and a ll a boy should
tf good society and the easiest anrl most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccrripilerl and written by Lu Seuarens, author
aring to good advantage at parties. balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete inthe drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
e
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF n:~CITAT.IONS. of grounds and buildings, historii;al sketch. and everything a bo7
Containing the most popular seledions in use, compri sing Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com'alect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by I,u SPnarens, author of " How to Become•
'th many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

.

PRICE 10 C ENTS· EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Add1·ess FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher~ 24 Unim~ Squa1·e, New York.

WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY
A COMPLETE STORY EVERY WEE .X

...- STORIES OF BOY FIREMEN ..._.
By ROBERT LENNOX

Uandsome Colored Covers
of Reading

J2~ Pages

s

Price

Cents

Splendid 111 ustra ti o n s
Issued Every Friday

D:- ginning with No. 41, th is weekly will contain a new series of magnificent fire stories, written by Robert. Lennox ,
the best a ut hor of this class of fiction . in the world. They detail the exciting ad ventures of a company of galla n t
\Oung fire- figh ters under the leadership of a brave boy known as Young Wide A wake. Their darjp.g deeds of hem.ism, and the peril ~ t hey overcome, are in tensely interesting. These stories are not confined entirely to fi_:e-fighting,
but also contain ma ny interesting incidents, h umorous situations and a little of the love element. There is a cha r mjng girl in the stories whom you will all like ver y much.
LATEST ISSUES.
10 'Ye, Us & Co. ; or, Seeing..,Llfe with a Vaudevi ll e Show. By Edward N. Fox.
..
11 Cut out for an Officer; or, Corporal Ted in the Philippines. By
Lieut. J. J. Barry.
12 A Fool for Luck ; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By !!'red Warbu rto n.
13 T he Great Gaul "Beat"; or, Phil Winston's start in Reporting.
By A. Howard De Witt.
14 Out for Gold; or, The Boy Who Knew the Difierence. By Tom
Dawson.
15 The Boy Who Balked ; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Kick. By Frank
I rving.
16 Slicker than Si lk; or, The Smooth est Doy Alive . By Rob Roy.
17 The Keg of Diamonds ; or, After the '£reasure of the Caliphs. By
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy W ho Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen&.
19 Won by Blufl'; or..Tack Mason's Marble Face. By Frank Irving.
· 20 On t he Lobster Sh ift; or, The Herald's Star Reporter. By A.
Howard De Witt.
21 Under the Vendetta's Stee l ; or, A Yankee &ly in Corsica. By
L ieu t. J . J . Barry.
22 Too Green to Rurn; or. The Luck of Reing a Roy. By Rob Roy.
23 In I•'o<'l's Paradise; or, The Boy Who Had Things Easy. By Fred
Warbu rton .
2• One Boy in a Mi llion; or, The Trick T hat Pai d. By Edward N.
fo'o;t.
25 In S pite of Himself ; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prof.
2S Klcr~~v~~t~~~~~k: or, The Way Nate Got T here. By Rob Roy.
27 The Pr ince of Opa ls; or, 'l'he Man-Trap of Death Valley. By A.
H oward De Witt.
28 Living In His Hat; or , T he Wide World His Home. By Edward
N. Fo:>i.
29 Ali for President Diaz; or, A Hot Time in Mexico. By Lieut. J . J .
Barry.
:)0 Th e F.aslest Ev0r : or. How T om F illed a Money Barrel. By Capt.
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
81 In the Su lt a n's !!;ye; or, Beati ng the Porte's Game. By Tom
D 'l.WSO ~ .

32 Th e l'rater of Gold ; or, Di ck II OJlc·s Find In the Philippines.
Fred Warhnrton .
·
33 At t he T op of t he H eap ; or, Daring to Cali His Soul His Own.
Rob Roy.

·

34 A Lemon for His; or, Nat's Corner in Gold Bricks. By Edward :> .
l•'ox.
35 By the Mikado's Order; or, Ted Te ~rill ' s " Win Out" in Japan. By
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
36 His Name was Dennis; or, The Luck of a Green Irish Boy. By
A. Howard De Witt.
37 Vo lunteer Fred; or, }Prom Fireman to Chief. By Robert Lennox.
38 Neptune No. 1; or, The Volunteer Fire Boys of Blackton. By
Robert Lennox.
39 Hook, Ladder and Pike; o;. The Life-Save rs of Freehold. By
Robert Lennox.
40 Columbia' s Pet; or, A Fireman at 17. Dy Robert Lennox.
41 Young Wide Awake; or, 'l'he Fil'e Boys of Belmont. By Robert
Lennox.
42 Young Wide Awake's Biggest Blaze; or, Saving a Burning City. By
Robert Lennox.
•
43 Young Wide Awake's Life Line; or, The Narrowest Escape on Record. By Robert Lennox.
44 Youn~ Wide Awake's Hook and Ladde r Work; or, The Maniac Fire
Fiend 0f Belmont. By Robert Lennox.
45 Young Wide Awake's Bucket Brigade; or, Trapping a Fire Bug. By
.
Robert Lennox.
46 Young Wide Awake Smoke-Bound; or, Daring Work With t h e Ll!e.
Net. Dy Robert r,ennox.
i
47 Young Wide Awake' s P ikemen; or, Hemmed Jn by Smoke and Flame.1
By Robert Lennox.
•
48 Young Wide Awake's Scaling Ladders ; or, The Boy Life-Saver's
Greatest Victory. By Robert Lennp x.
49 Young Wide A wake's Fire Line; or, A Boy Firema n's Nerve in Mid-Air.'
By Robert Lennox.
·
5 0 Youn11; \\' ide Awa ke's Axe Brigade; or, Hewing Ilia "\"ay to a Fire's '
Heart. By Robert. Lennox.
51 Yon ng Wide Aweke's St.111 Alarm; or, At Da y wilh Blazing Oil, By l
Hobert fJe nnox
52 Yonn g 1\-ide A wake' s Nozzlemn.n Grit.; or, The M idni:,;ht Call !rom Box
14. Tly Robert Lennox.
53 Young Wine Awake's Champion Climbcr;or, Fighting t.he Flames without Water.
5 4' Young Wirle A wake's Fire Mask; or, Life Sa ving at Red Heat. By
Robert Lem10x.
By 5 5 Young \Yide Awn.kc's Hose Cn.rri,.ge Dash; or, 'l'he flelmont B oy's Best
Run. By Robert. Lennox .
By 56 Young \\'ide Awn.kc'o Hand Gre na <l es; or, Cnl 01fby the Flame Demon .
By Robert Lennox.
·

I

For sale by all newsdealer3, or will be ;;ent to any address on receipt of price, u Lents per copy, in money or postage st amps, by

FRANK

TO~SEY,

Publisher,

24 Un ion Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries a nd cannot procure them from n ewsdealers, they ca.n be obtained from th is offi ce direct. Cut out and tUI
!n the fo llowi ng Order Blank and send it t o us wi th the pr ice of the books you want a:) d we will send them to you by return mail.
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'•
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r• • • •
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re• • •
" " THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '7'6, Noe ..... . . . .. . . . ......... .. .. . . .. ..... . ... . . •. ...••• •• •• ••
" PLUCK AND LUCK, -Noe .. . ........... . .... . ..... .. .. . ....... .' . .... . ...·....•••.••••••••
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' 3.2 Pages of Reading Matter
By A

SELF-MADE MAN

Handsome Colored Covers

Price 5 cents a copy

A new one issued every Friday

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantage of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of
our most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
1 A .Lucky Deal'; or, The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
2 Born to Good Luck; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
A Corner in Co rn; or, How a Ch icago Boy Did the Trick.
A Game of Chance; or, The Boy Who Won Out.
Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall Street .
Building a Railroad ; or, Th e Young Contractors of Lakeview .
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green River.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Reco rd of a Self-Made Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Broke rs of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest; or, Th e Boys Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, '£h e l•'ortunes of a Boston Hoy .
12 A Diamond in the Rough ; or, A Brave Boy's Start in Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Wh o Could Not be Downed.
1 5 A Streak of Lu ck; or, The Boy '\\'. ho 1'' eathered His !\est.
16 A Good Thing; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune. !>
17 King of the Market; or, The Young Trader in Wall S t reet.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousand.
19 A Rise in Life; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barr e l of Money; or, A Br ight Boy in Wall Street.
21 All to the-·Good; or, From Ca ll Boy to Manager.
22 How H e Got There; or, '£he P lu ck iest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
.
24 Pushing It 'l'h r ough ; o r , The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 .A Born Speculator ; or, 'l'he Young Sphinx; of Wall Street.
. 26 'l'he Way to Succe ss; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil; or. '£he Boy Who Made a Million .
28 A Golden Risk; or, The Young Min ers of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure W inner; or, The Boy '\'\' ho Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece: or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; 'or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island .
3'2 Adrift on the World; or, W orki ng His Way to Fortune.
33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy in Wa ll Street.
34 T atters; or, A Boy from the S lums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo ; or, The Rich est Boy in the World.
, 86 Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.
/ ~ 37 Beatini, the Brokers; or, The Boy Who "Couldn 't be Done."
, , 38 A. Rollt ng Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record .
39 Never Say Die ; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Valley.
40 Almost a Man; or, Winning His Way to the Top.
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Boss of the Market ; or, The Greatest Boy In Wall Street.
Th.i Chan ce of His Life; .or, The Young Pilot of Crystal Lake.
Striving fo r Fortune; or, From Bell-Boy to Millionaire.
Out !or Business; or, The Smartest Boy in Town.
A Favorite of Fortune ; or, Striking It Rich in Wall St»eet.
Through Thick and Thin; or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy. ,
Doing J::lis Level Best; or, Working His Way Up.
;
Always un Deck; or, The Boy Who Made His Mark. 1
A i\imt of Money; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
The Ladder of Fame; or, From Office Boy to S'enator.
Ou the Square; or, The Success of an Honest Boy.
After a 1''ortune; or, The Pluckiest Boy in the West.
Winning the Dollars; or, The Young Wonder of Wall Street.
Making His Mark; or, The Boy Who Became President.
H e ir to a Million; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
Lost in t he Andes ; or, The •.rreasure of the Buried City.
On His Mettle; or, A · Plucky Boy In Wall Street.
A Lucky Chan ce; or, Taking Fortune on the Wing.
The Road· to Success; or, The Career of a Fortunate Boy.
Chasing Pointers; or, The Luckiest Boy in Wall Street.
Rising in the World; or, F'rom Factory Boy to Manager.
From Dark to Dawn ; or, A Poor Boy's Chance.
Out for Himself; or, Paving . His Way to Fortune.
Diamond Cut Diamond ; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
A Start in Life; or, A Bright Boy's Ambition .
Out for a Million; or, The Young Midas of Wall StTeet.
Bvery Inch a Boy; or, Doing 'His Level Best.
Money to Burn ; or, 'l'he Shrewdest Boy in Wall Street.
An Eye to Business ; or, The Boy Who Was Not Asleep.
Tipped by the Ticker; or, An Ambit ious Boy in Wall Street.
On to Success; or, The Boy Who Got Ahead.
A Bid for a Fortune; or, A Country Boy in Wall Street.
Bound 1,0 Rise; or. Fighting His Way to Success.
Ont tor t he Dollars; or, A Swar t Boy in Wall Street.
For F a me and Fortune; or, The Boy Who Won Both.
A Wall Str eet Winner; or, Mak ing a Mint of Money.
The Road Lo Wealth; or, 'l'be Boy Who Found it Out.
On the W iug; or, Tlie Young Mercury of Wall Street.
:
A Chase for a Fortune; or, The Boy Who Hustled.
r~
Juggling with the M a rket; or, The Boy Who Made it Pay.
~ ,. t ~
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